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THAT rain today put
the final crimp in the
summer crop of straw

FAIR weather tonight
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much change In
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diction.
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Japan Orders Her Charge d'Affalrs at Berlin to Prepare io Leave the City
WAR SPIRIT AT FEVER HEAT IN SERVIA

GHENT IS OCCUPIED TODAY AND
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BEFORE 4 O'CLOCK TOMORROW

VANGUARD WILL BE IN BRUGES
NAMUR
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Victories for the Teutons Between Metz and

'

IF WAR IS TO BE AVOIDED
The Mikado's Aimy and Navy Prepare to
Begin Operations at Once.
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Vosgues are Reported.
FRENCH AND ENGLISH FORCES HURRY TO FRONT
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on the way to

shown Servian soldiers receiving Jne blessing of the church.
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The insert shows Servian

WILL ATTACK GERMAN PROTECTORATE IN CHINA

does filter through to indicate that
the enemy claims successes In various
Most Titanic Military Clash in World's History Will Occur When quarters, both in the western and
eastern theaters of war.
They Come Into Contact With Troops Jof the Kaiser and of
i 'It
should be remembered these'
Austria English War Office Reports Conditions as
campaign have been carried out on an
enormous scale' and that a majority
isfactory for British Arms.
of the encounters which already have
taken place can, only in thoir due perspective be classed a incidents of
The German advance Into Belgium Is going on today, apparently
minor importance.
without serious check. Having taken Brussels, the troops of Emperor
"No achievements on eMher side deTHEM AN AWFUL
SERVIANS GT.
William are forcing their way steadily and rapidly to the north and west serve to be called a
victory. The
BEATING )N THE RIVER
They have occupied Ghent and are approaching British Ostend. They apFrench have gained gratifying sucpeared to be endeavoring to overrun the whole northern and western BelftiNA
cesses In Alsace and the Germans by
At the same time they would seem to be drawing closer to the a
gium.
steady pressure have obliged a large
'
French frontier.
portion of the Belgian field army to
Southeast of Brussels they are Investing the fortified city of Namur,
retire to Antwerp.
J MANY HIV. :! INTO THE WATER
on the Meuse.
It Is reported from Antwerp that Germans will not con"In the eastern theater there have'
tinue to occupy Brussels, contenting themselves merely with marching been a number of affairs in which
BY
ESCAP!!'
V.MNIH1LATION
our allies are believed to have gained
through the city. This determination, however, may be altered by the at- ,
titude of the city treasurer of Brussels, who Is quoted as saying he will
ARTIL'
? THEY ARE
ground, but the campaign in that
never pay. over, $40,000,000. demanded, by.trieGermang as a war tax.
said W.Aav
quarter 'Can e!t'rerri
The concentration of the Belgian army before Antwerp is said to commenced. The . exaggeration into
have been accomplished in good order, and the morale of the Belgian
important triumphs of minor episodes
'
troops Is reported to be unimpaired. While German patrols are close to in which the allied forces are alleged
TAKEN
PRISONERS
10,000
near
the
been
have
mis
detachments
no
is
hand
the
to
have
city.
reported
strong
upper
Antwerp
gained
Whether or not the Germans will attempt to capture Antwerp or simply leading.
Invest it, is not yet clear.
"This;, however, may be eaid: In FORTY GUNS, WITH HORSES AND
western theater of war that in
AMMUNITION, ALSO ARE
the
A Paris newspaper declared today that general mobilization in Italy
which this country is most immediate
CAPTURED
has been decided on and will be proclaimed in three or four days.
ly interested though' no noteworthy
St. Petersburg announces officially that the Russian army Is advancsuccesses have been gained, it should
frontier and at the same time successing along the entire Austro-GermaLondon, Aug. 22. Official sources
contact
the
with
perhaps be called a German failure,
of
at
the
offensive
enemy.
every
point
fully maintaining
confirm the reports that the Austriang
rather than an allied success.
A cavalry engagement of the northern Russian army last Friday Is dethe
weeks
lost 20,000 men in the three days'
"At the end of three
scribed as a severe blow to the Germans in east Prussia, It Is said an
deto
not
has
attempted
yet
aviators
enemy
entire German battery was captured- in the engagement Russian
fighting on the river Drina and that
liver an attack which, had it taken General Leman, tbe Belgian commandare reported, throwing bombs In German entrenchments.
place and proved even partially suc er of the forts at Liege, is a prisoner
Further accounts of the reported Servian victory over the Austrian
aa week ago, might conveiv- cessful
of the Germans and en route to Cosay the fighting lasted thre days along the Drina river.' The Austrian
ably have Interfered with the concen- 0
casualties were given as between 20,000 and 25,000, while It Is said
logne.
(Continued, on Page Four)
prisoners were taken. Th Servian artillery did effective work
According to a Central News disof
a
the
Servian
part
against the enemy. Nish declared officially that
patch from Rome many Austrians
were drowned In their flight to the
army has Invaded Bosnia, and that another great battle is expected In the
i""1
FRENCH OFFICER IS
near future,
Drina river. The Servian artillery
;,
j
the survivors. The corannihilated
to
the
ultimatum
limit
of
the
The time
Germany, demanding
Japanese
that 25,000 AuBtrlans
says
surrender of the German holdings at Kiao Chow, expires tomorrow and
PHI UNDER ARREST respondent
in the battle
or
wounded
were
killed
to
proceed against the German position.
Japan Is described as fully ready
and that 10,000 were taken prisoners.
A dispatch from Tokio says that the German ambassador to Japan will
A dispatch to Reuters Telegram
LIEUTENANT MESUREUR 13 ACsail for Seattle August 26 and that a number of German officials have alfrom St. Petersburg, Bent
HIS
company
LEAVING
OF
CUSED
4eft
Tokio.
ready
under
today's date says:
POST
The news of the German occupation of Brussels has been posted In
"After a brilliant Servian victory
Berlin. The story was told In a laconic dispatch of seven words.
at Mathtchwa the Austrians fled toParis, Aug. 22. Lieutenant Andre
The American ambassador in Berlin has published a denial of reports
ward the bridges of the Drina pursued
that Americans have been ill treated in Germany. He declares that to- Mesureur, son of the director of the
has
Paris hospital asylums' board,
day they enjoy as much security In Germany as in America.
l een arrested on a charge of leaving
London announces officially that General
Leman, the Belgian comHEAD OF SERVIAN ARMY
mander of the forts at Liege, is a prisdner In the hands of the Germans his post. Mesureur, who is an officer
of the rserves, waa present at the ac
at Cologne,
tion at Dinant on August 15. His health
The American consul general at Rio Janeiro has reported the sinking
having suffered through great exerof the British steamer Hyabes by the German cruiser Dresden.
tions on that occasion, he was sent
to a hospital at the army's base for
Last Reserves Called
London, Aug. 22. Vilh the Germans bombarding the forts of Namur,
Both Germany and Austria-Hungarrest and treatment
Taking advantend large bodies of their troops con- have called the Landstrum, their last age of the leave granted he came to
Paris to visit his parents. His family
tinuing to move westward," a contact reserve of troops, to the colors.
If the newa of a great Servian vic- declare that he was about to return to
must soon ba joined, with the main
allied forces.
tory, which comes from many BOurces, tbe front when he was arrested, and
be
which must say that he was guilty only of an ir- will
for
the
true, Austria-Hungarthen
German
army
The
be
reeling under the smashing blow regularity.'
first time find itself facing Its chief
""
,
delivered
which
battle
a
by her small adversary, will
great
opponents, and
must have an enormous effect on the need every available man.
future of the war probably will ebb The Russian army on the eastern
j
TODAY IN CONGRESS
and flow for several days before a de- frontier of Germany gradually Is
I
from
t
mist"
the
in
such
and
the
of
emerging
cision Is reachod. The front
German fighting Hue may extend far forces as soon will demand more atWashington, Aug.. 22. Senate: Met
to the westward if the suggestion Is tention.
The official press bureau this after- at 11 a. m.
well founded that the right wing of
the emperor's battalions la carrying noon issued a warning to the public The Smoot bill for government purout a great circling movement with to bear in mind that, for practical chase of 15,000 ounces of silver to relieve American smelters was debated.
a view to breaking into France fur purposes, almost all information,
ofor
House: Met at noon.
the
to
unofficial,
concerning
t
ther to the eouth. According
Republican Leader Mann presented
ficial reports, victories gained by tne progress of the land operations, come3
French troops have opened the way at present from, the side of the allies' unaninomus consent for immediate
'
consideration of the administration
to Colmar, capital of Upper Alsace. Tbo official statement continues
hill in PKtnhliKh war rlsTiH
from
in
news
f.lters
Verv little
Seven thousand Austriana are reGeneral PutaiU, commander-in-chie- '
Austria
Debate was continued on the admin
channels
and
the
to
at
arrived
have
by
Strassburg Geimany
ported
of
the Servian ai my.
of neutral countries, but suffictemt istration conservation bills.
for the defense of that fortress.
.

REPLY 10 ULTIMATUM DEMANDED

if

by the Servians, who captured rich
booty and a large number of prison
ers, including officers. They took 40
guns, most of them howitzers, horses,
ammunition and field military kitch
ens;"
SENATOR

PERKINS

IS 75

Senator
California is
receiving the congratulations of his
f;if nds and colleagues on the attainment of his seventy-fift- h
birthday anniversary. It will be 75 years ago
tomorrow since the senator first saw
the light of day in the state of Maine.
During the whole of his youth he followed the sea as a cabin boy. and
sailor. In 1855 he left his ship at
S'ati Francisco and settled in Oroviile,
O'llf. Here he went into business.
prospered and in time became a bank
president .anitpyner .pt steamships.
He was elected governor of California
in 1879 and in 1893 he came to the
smate. He has announced his intention to retire from public life at the
expiration of his present term next
WJn6hing!tonj,
Aug.
George C. Perkins of

March.

,22.

,
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GOVERNMENT

BUYS SILVER

Washington, Aug, 22 Purchase by
the government within six months of
1.",000,000 ounces of silver was provided in the Smoot bill passed today
by the senate and sent to the house
and will call for au expenditure of
between $6,000,000 and $8,000,000. The
bill is designed to offset the decreas
ed demand for silver as a result of
lie European war.
i

GOVERNMENT OFFICERS
DEPRIVED

OF JOBS

CARRANZA MAKES CLEAN SWEEP
OF VICTORIANO HUERTA'S
HOLDOVERS
Aug. 22. Four hundiplomatic representatives
of Mexico are without positions today
because of the change of government.
Fernando Iglesias Calderon, who had
teen acting agent for Carranza in
Washington, has been recalled to take
charge of the foreign office. The
stamp tax has been reduced B0 per
cent from what it was under the
Huerta aOministration.
The war office last night announced
that the revolt of the Twenty-nintinfantry at Puebla had been quelled
8r.d the command disarmed. General
Gonzales Luque and his officers are
arrest there. General
now under
Obregon left last night for the state
of Sonora.
Mexico

dred and

Effort will be Made to Drive Teutons Out of Oriental Waters-Unite- d
States is Asked to Represent tbe Western Empire if
War Sbould be Declared Kaiser's Representative in
Washington Says Ultimatum Will be Ignored.

City,

80

Washington, Aug. 22. The Japan
ese government today instructed its
charge d' affaires in Berlin to leave
tiiere at 4 a. m. tomorrow, Berlin
time, if an answer was not returned
then by Germany to the Japanese
ultimatum.
Baron Chinda asked Secretary of
State Eryan to transmit through the
American embassy at Berlin a mess
age to the Japanese charge d' affaires,
giving him instructions in detail as
to the course he is to pursue if no
is rem4-.'bj- f
Ofljsnwjy,..-,Baron Chinda said that the Japanese charge d' affaires at Berlin would
wait for an answer until 4 a. m. and
that if no communication were
he would ask for his passports, place Interests of Japan In Germany In the hands of the United
States and leave at once.
Baron Chinda did not say what
course the Japanese charge d' affaires
was to pursue If an answer were re
turned and It was unsatisfactory, but
it was presumed he will remain in
P.filin untii the answer can be communicated and formally considered by
the Japanese government.
Daniel Von Helmhausen, the Ger
man charge d' affaires, a sta de
partment caller just a few minutes
before Baron Chinda arrived, said
while he had no definite information,
he would not be surprised if no an
swer were returned to the ultimatum,
I lacing the" burden of action on Japan.
Secretary Bryan said today that his
communication to Japan reaffirming
the open door policy of the United
Siates in the far east, had gone for- ward through the American embassy
i.i Tokio two days ago.
Senators of the foreign relations
committee said no action would be
taken on senator Gallinger's resolution
to that effect without consulting the
state department.

:.fcr

d

Army and Navy Ready
Shanghai, Aug. 22. According to
Information received today from an
official, but not a .Japanese source,
the tenth division of the Japanese
aimy, consisting of 16,000 men, went
on board transports at Kokura last
Friday. Furthermore, a Japanese
fleet, including the superdread- naught Kongom, has sailed to bombard Tsing Tsau, the seaport of Kiao
Chow, and cover the landing of the
fcrst Japanese forces of occupation.
1'he second Japanese cruiser squadCHARLES HITE KILLED
ron from Port Arthur is patrolling
New York, Aug. 22. Charles Hite between Korea and the Island of Forof New Rochelle, president of the mosa, A British cruiser from Hong
Thanhauser Film corporation, whose Kong passed here today, going north.
automobile turned a somersault off a
New Phase of the War
bridge last night, died of his injuries
Washington, Aug. 22. An official
tcday.
German dispatch reports a "magnificent victory" of the German forces beDREYFUS' SON HONORED
Paris, Aug. 22. The son of Major tween Metz and the Vosges mountains.
Piesfuss, who was exonerated on a No additional details are given.
At the embassy it was regarded as
charge of treason in 1906, has been
of
a new and important phase,
rank
the
to
sergeancy
opening
promoted
of ar. chief Interest thus far had been
for heroic conduct on the field
on the, operations in Pel- centert-battle at the taking of Muelhausen.
h

bat-tclsh- ip

glum, whereas this indicated exten.
sive German operations south of Belgium in the region along the Franco-Germs- n

frontier, between Meta and
the VoBges mountains, one of the notable scenes of conflict of the Franco-Prussia- n
.
war.
British Reserves Called
Washington, Aug. 22. All Britit
army reservists in the United Stati s
uraera or inciiKn oonsu nr
Pcecs 4n thMr Alstrirtit
Tho roc

hi Lue

--

w

ists have not been ordered to jo? i
their colors In the full sense of the
term, but they have been ordered to
get in touch with. British consuls to
be ready for orders. The British embassy here expects that some of them
will be assembled in Canada to be
ready for transportation to the British
Isles, Europe or the far east Others
will remain in the United States la
close touch with British consuls.
Germans Claim .Victory
San Francisco, Aug. 22. The following summary of the German advance
vas given out here today at the German consulate as it was telegraphed
from the German embassy at Washington:
"Brussels has fallen. The Belgians
have retreated on Antwerp. Rushing
Ccrman forces to CharleroL The allies' army is estimated at five French
and three English army corps. If not
decisively defeated they are in full
retreat.
"The Saar army has attack the
Fiench army and forced its back to
the Seile river. The eastern border
is ail right, unau nas Deea successfully bombarded.

.

NEAR FATAL ACCIDENT

Chester Hamilton, a youth about 18
years of ase, met with a serious if
not fatal accident Monday afternoon
on a ranch about four miles below;
Fort Sumner. He was riding a pony,
cross lots on his way to shut dow
the headgate to a ditch, and being in
a hurry, going at top speed. The animal ran Into a wire that had recently
been stretched and of which the boy
did not know, and botn went to the
ground with terrible force. The youth
was picked up in an unconscious con
dition and at this time, Friday even?
ing, 'has not regained consciousness.
He was but sllghtlv bruised externally
but paralysis of the left arm and leg
denote concussion of the brain or the
formation of a blood clot. The injured boy is being cared for and receiv
ing every attention that can be rendered at the J- - J- Welman ranch,
where he was engaged to work iba
day he was Injured. His parents, Mr.
and Mrs. S. D. Hamilton, live In Law
ton, Okla. They formerly lived in tha
irrigated district south of this place.
A brother, Guy
Hamilton, came up
from RosweLl Wednesday and is riifi
the Injured lad. Fori S'.'mir lview.
-

"
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Miss Aileen Rosenthal, Miss Lucy M:sa Kelly Gives
n
Myers, Miss Frances Myers, Miss
Delightful Danes
Van
Miss
The most elaborate party of the
Chella
Greenberger.
Btminier season was the dance given
IVtten and Miss Edna Levenson.

V

Tuesday Night Club
Has Jolly Tims
Tuesday night Robert Hart and Dan
the Tuesday
Crockett entertained
Night club at the Hart residence. During the eevning dancing was enjoyed
after which the guests were served
with dainty refreshments. The party
then went to the Castaneda hotel,
where they joined Miss Helen Kelly's
dancing party. Only the regular
members of the club were present at
, the affair.
4 4
Surprise Party for
. a Visiting Girl
A party of young people on Thursday evening surprised Miss Evaline
Hall, a cousin of Miss Mary Lowry,
who lives at Cripple Creek, Colo. The
young people and their guest of honor
went to the movies and then to Pot
tcr's confectionery and from there to
the Benjamin residence on Washington avenue, where games were played
tud a general good time was enjoyed.
Refreshments, dalntly served, completed the evening. Those present were
Miss Elizabeth Parnell, Miss Ruth
Nahm, Miss Jeanette Spiess, Miss
Rebe Sandd, Miss Leona Greenclay,
Miss Graca Lord, Miss Edith Tooker,
Miss Luoy Myers, Miss Elizabeth
Coors, Miss Mary Lowry, Miss Evaline Hall, Mr. Wayland Koogler, Mr.

Hitiold Conn, Mr. Frank McCullough,
Mr. Walter Cayot, Mr. William Dick-seMr. I'enzel Campbell, Mr. Carlos
Spiess, Wr. LcRoy Laubach, Mr.
Harry Kelly and Mr. Daniel Crockett
The affair was in honor of Miss
Kail's birthday.
.

Dinner Party for
Mrs. McFarlane
Mrs: Charles A. Spiess entertained
the members of the Bright Idea club
and their husbands at a dinner last
niht in honor of Mrs. Ida Kruse
of Denver, who is visiting in
this city. The guests were served
with a supmtuous repast and
the party enjoyed an hour on the
veranda, telling ptories afterwards.
The remainder of the evening was
sperit in dancing.
The guest list includes: Mrs. Ida
Kruse McFarlane, Mr. Horace Kruse,
Mr. and Mrs. J. van Houten, Mr. and
Mrs. E. Hoke, Mr. and Mrs. E. D.
Hallett
Raynolds,
Raynolds, Mrs.
Mrs. Brownie Raynolds, Dr. and Mrs.
C. S. Losey,
Mr. and Mrs. S. B.
Davis, Jr., Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Clark,
Mr. and Mrs. E. J. McWenie and Mr.
Wliliam Springer.
4 (
Miss Greenclay Gives
a Fismng party
Miss Leona Greenclay was hostess
to a number of her girl friends yes

terday afternoon. The affair was a
fishing party and fish games were
played during the afternoon. The
center of the dining table was
tlecorated as a fish pond and each
guest fished for a prize. All of the
young ladies present had a delightful
afternoon. Refreshments were served following the fishing. The guests
v.ere Miss Marie Mann, Miss Marie
Arnold,

Miss

Jeanette

Spiess,

Ruth AViuters, Miss Madeline

MIbs
Mills,

tiums and made a pretty picture. The
were delicious. The
lefreshments
young ladies present were Miss Marie
Mann, Miss Leona Greenclay, Miss
Mossie York, Miss Jeanette Spiess,
Miss Alice Coors, Miss Elizabeth
Coors, Miss Mabel Laird, Miss Ruth
Nahm, Miss Helen Cunningham, Miss
Louise Cunningham, Miss Frances
Myers, Miss Claribel Adler, Miss
Lucy Myers, Miss Rose Powers, Miss
Jean Ryall, Miss Aileen Rosenthal,
Miss Mary Lowry, Miss Evaline Hall,
Miss Elizabeth West, Miss Mary Harris, Miss Rebecca Henriquez, Miss
Helen Kelly, Miss Margaret Gross
and Miss Madonna Hogan of St. Louis,
Miss Cantie Bayless, Miss Chella Van
Pelten, Miss Helma Vollmer, Miss Syl
via Vollmer, Miss Carolyn Greenber- ger. Miss Emma Tamme and the guest Mrs. Fleming Gives
Two Pretty Parties
of honor, Miss Marie Arnold.
vt
Mrs. George Fleming entertained a
number of her friends yesterday aft
Irdoor Picnic
ernoon at a bridge party. The after
In O. R. C. Hall
Last night at the O. R. C. hall a noon was .pleasantly spent. Refresh
party of young people held a dance ments were served. Those present
and card party. They had planned a were Mrs. Brownie Raynolds, Mrs. C;
hnvrlde but the rain made this im A. Spiess, Mrs. S. B. Davis, Jr., Mrs.
possible, and the substitute affair was Hallett Raynolds, Mrs. S. B. Rohrer,
arranged. The refreshments served MrsL I. Bacharach, Mrs. D. T. Hos- were those prepared for the outing; kins, Mrs. E. N. Kearney, Mrs. J. A.
LaRue, Mrs. E. J. McWenie, Mrs. F.
and a regular picnic lunch was
Those present were Miss Ri Lord, Mrs C. S'. Losey, Mrs. W. G.
Grace Lord, Miss Elizabeth Parnell, Haydon, Mrs. Hoover, Mrs. E. E.
Miss Edith Tooker, Miss Ruth Nahm, Veeder and Mrs. Moise.
Miss Leona
This afternoon Mrs. Fleming was
Miss Jeanette Spiess,
Greenclay, Miss Lucy Myers, Miss hostess at a euchre party and the
Elizabeth Coors, Miss Mary Lowry, Mr. guests had a delightful time. The
Wayland Koogler, Mr. Harold Cohn, climax of the afternoon was the serv
Mr. Frank McCullough, Mr. Walter ing of the dainty refreshment. The
Cayot, Mr. Wliliam Dickison, Mr. guests were Mrs. p. U, Myers, Mrs.
Denzel Campbell, Mr. Carlos Spiess, Clarence Iden, Mrs. Mary Beringer,
Mr. LeRoy Laubach, Mr. Harry Kelly Miss Mary Daum, Mrs. Van Petten,
Mrs. Goelitz, Mrs. Manzanares, Mrs.
and Mr. Daniel Crockett.
4
C. H. Schirmer, Mrs. Earl Breese, Mrs.
J. H York, Mrs. J. A. Talley, Mrs.
Scouts
Take
Bey
a weekena nine
Roy prentice, Mrs. vP. C. Carpenter,
The members of the Dove patrol Mrs. E. R. Russell, Mrs. Ben Strick-faddeMrs. Morris Greenberger, Mrs.
of the Las Vegas troop of Boy Scouts
of America encamped on the lake at P. T. Mills, Mrs. Wolfe Morantz, Mrs.
thrt Phoenix ranch near Watrous Vincent Jones, Mr& A. T. Rogers, Jr.,
are as follows: Prentice White, scout Mrs. R. J. Taupert Mrs. R. F. John
master; Kenneth white, Robert Pin-- son and Mrs. C. H. Baily.
ceti, George Hite, Herbert Moore, Elmer McCullough, Joe Healy, George
F.ithl, Robert Powers and Paul Mar-sell.
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Correct Dress for the Little Boy
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Venlte Exultemus Domino, Chant
Gloria Patri, Chant
Te Deum Laudemus.
Renedlctus, Chant
Hymn 500, To Bless Thy Chosen
Race.

CHURCH
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
Rev. Norman Skinner, pastor, Doug
las avenue and Tenth street
Morning worship and sermon at 11
o'clock.
Bible study and Sunday school ses
sion at 9:45 a. m.
Society of Christian Endeavor at

6:30 p. m.
Sermon.
The church extends a most hearty
of
Thee
Glorious
490,
Things
Hymn
to all people.
Visitors and
welcome
aro Spoken.
sojourners in the city especially
Presentation of Alms (Anon.)
Hymn 391, Let Saints on Earth in
CoDcert Sing.
CHRISTIAN TABERNACLE,
Cor.
This church is open dally for pri
vate prayer and meditation.
Eighth and Main.
Sunday School, 9:45 a. m.
The choir will meet for rehearsal
Communion and church service 11
in church tonignt at r.io o cioun.
m.
be
to
present.
Every member is urged
Christian Endeavor, 7 p. m.

I T

THE FIRST BAPTIST

CHURCH

Rev. J. Milton Harris, pastor.
m.
Bible school, 9:45
Morning worship, 11 a. m.

a

THE SHILOH BAPTIST CHURCH,
Columbia and National avenue.
James E. Richard, pastor.
Hours of service: :
Preaching 10:45 a. m., 7:45 p. m.
Sabbath School, 9:30 a. m.

Sunday morning a sermon by the
pastor.
B. Y. P. U., 6:30 p. m.
Young People's meeting, 7 p. m.
If you are without a church borne
Evening service, 8 p. m.
even
come!
We can help you.
Wednesday
Prayer meeting,
If you are looking for church wort
ing, 8 p. m.
This church welcomes any who are come! You can help us.
sad, grieved or lonely, friendless or
WANTE1
Clean cotton rags ai
hopeless; all who love the Gospel, or
office.
OpMo
to
whosoever will,
need a Savior, and
it opens wide its doors and bids you
As the war has crabbed the boxing
welcome to the house of our common
"
.
Father.
game in Europe it may be expected
The ushers will seat you, the music that the near future will see a large
will please you, the Gospel will satisfy gathering of the talent on, this side of
the wet
you, and the people are friendly.

HONOR

5

EACH

HEROES

TITAN1Q

Ten Thousand Witness Unveiling of
Memorial to Engineers of
Steamer.
London. Over ten thousand peopla
were present when the memorial was
unveiled recently by Sir Archibald

Memorial to Titanic Engineers.

Denny, Bt, president of the Institute
of Marine Engineers. He said the
engineers of the Titanic must have,
known that no pumping could avert
the final catastrophe, yet they stuck
to their duty, driven from boiler room
to boiler room, and fought for every
inch of draft to give time for launching the boats. He compared them to
the soldiers of the Birkenhead, but
pointed out that, while the latter stood
together in the open air, the engineers
worked below and perished in the
dark. The figure of Glory in the mon
timent rests on a boat prow of bronze)

9000 Horsepower

H

it

18

8-9-

487,

Hymn

Last Saturday night Mrs. Hallet
Raynolds entertained a number of the
La.' Vegas younger set in honor of
Miss Grace Barton of Los Angeles,
CHURCH OF THE IMMACULATE
California. The evening was spent in
dancing. All of the latest steps were CONCEPTION Adrian
Eabeyrolle,
in vogue and the sixteen couples pres- pastor.
ent had a moat delightful evening.
First mass 6:30 a. m.; second mass
The refreshments served were in it 10 a. m. Sunday school in
English
keeping with the evening.
and Spanish at 3 p m, in Spanish at
1 1
8:30 p. m. Rosary and benediction
Mrs. Losey Hostess
if the blessed sacrament at 7:30 p.
to Round Dozen
m- The Round Dozen met Thursday at
Sunday school tor EigliBh speakth-- j
home of Mrs. C . S. Losey on jann ing and Spanish
speaking children
street. The afternoon was spent in very Sunday at 1:30 p. n.
-yV,
st wing and a general good time. Mrs.
Crocker assisted Mrs. Losey. The re
CHURCH Of OUR LADY OF SOR.
freshments' served were very pleasing ROWS
Very Rev.( Paul Gilberton,
and all had an enjoyable time. The Pastor.
Mrs?
C. H. Schirmer, Mrs.
guests were
First mass at 6 a. m. Third Sunday
t
i
VH
H. T. Holmes, Mrs. F. L. Myers, excepted.
Mrs. Myers, Mrs. H. W. Goelitz, Miss
Second mass 8 am. Sermon in
Mrs. E. L. Hammond, Mrs. English. This Is Children's mass but
Culter,
i
s
f
Mary Losey, Mrs. P. C. Carpenter and everybody is welcome, especially the
'
Mrs. John York.
English speaking people. Hymns rena a M 'I...
a! f. "A- dered by the children under the direction of the Sisters of Loretto.
Third mass at 10 a. ra. Sermon in
DAUGHTER
Spanish.
SAVES
IX
From 3 to 4 Sunday school.
At 4 p. m. May devotion and benediction of the blessed sacrament
Advice of Mother do Doubt Pre
At the New Mexico Hospital for the
Insane mass every fourth Sunday by
End.
vents
Daughter's Untimely
One of their best efforts is shown
the reverend pastor.
princeling is
WHEN theup young
in his best attire, for in the illustration given with this ar
ptate occasions, such as birthday par- ticle. It is a suit of white pique with
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE SOCIETY
Ready, Ky. " I was not able to do
ties, Sunday school, or dress parade, plain short paTits and belted blouse.
services every Sunday mornRegular
six
for
writes
nearly
months,"
anything
he is garbed In white. And whether The blouse opens over a small
Mrs. Laura Bratclier, of this place, "and ing at 11 o'clock and Wednesday
of
dec
which
a
bit
vest
allows
his
made
garhas
mother
his lady
was down in bed for three months.
evening at 8 o'clock in O. R. C. bail.
ments with her own hands or left that oration In the form of a spray of lit
I cannot tell you how I suffered with
in
nervousness
pleasant task to those who make a tle flowers and leaves embroidered
and
my head, and with
FIRST M. E. CHUHCH Corn
business of it, he looks like all his white. The sailor collar is finished womanly troubles.
buttonhole
with
with
of
edged
scallops
boyhood.
in
the democracy
mates
Our family doctor told my husband he eighth and National avenue. Rev. K.
The little boy must be clothed in the stitch. Instead of a hem. This is about could not do me any good, and he had C. Anderson, pastor.
summertime in washable fabrics. The all the decorating that one may ex to give it up. We tried another doctor,
Sunday school, 9:45. Morning wor-Aldifficult feat of teaching him to keep pect to find in even the dressiest garb but he did not help me.
with sermon at 11 o'clock. Eh
At last, my mother advised me to take
clean Is a part of his education, ex- for the small boy.
I
set
worth
the
In
to
woman's
that
the
order
blouse
tonic.
Cardui,
League, 6:45 p. m. Evening
may
him
thought
as
teaching
actly as essential
use for 1 was nearly dead and worship with sermon at 8 o'clock.
read. For daily wear he romps in well a few boxplaits run from shoul- it was no
seemed to do me any good. But
k cordial invitation Is extended to
blouses and short pants made in wash der to hem. The loose belt, of the nothing
I took eleven bottles, and now I am able
able colored fabrics, such as ging fabric, is slipped through narrow to do all of my work and my own all who have no other place ot wor- bam, linens, crash? madras and other straps, also of the pique. The belt washing.
hip to attend divine services at this
r
weaves. Heavy linens and drops toward the front and may be
I think Cardui Is the best medicine in church.
or
a
buckle
fastenclasp
the world. My weight has increased,
piques and certain specially woven cot fastened with
ton fabrics in white are required for ers or preferably buttons and button- and 1 look the picture of health. "
ST. PAUL'S MEMORIAL CHURCH,
holes. The sleeves are rather full and
If you suffer from any of the ailments
his dress occasions.
Rev. J. S. Moore Rector, 716 National
peculiar to women, get a bottle of Cardui
These fabrics are so Inexpensive short enough to escape the wrist.
Short white socks and low canvas today. Delay is dangerous. We " ow avenue, East Las Vegas.
end the little suits are so easily made
it will help you, for it has helped so
that it is no great task to make up his pumps finish the toilet of the young many
Eleventh Sunday after Trinity, Aug.
of other weak women
ehort-livesummer wardrobe. But gentleman, and he will not meet an- in the thousands
23, 1914.
past 50 years.
himself.
dressed
than
H'
better
of
other
out
manufacturers turn
quantities
At all druggists.
Holy Communion, 7:30.
clothes for children, well designed is outfitted in correct style wheth-- '
Sunday School, 9:45.
WHtt to: Chattanooga Medielna Co., LadlMf
and well made, at a cost of production he be the son of a millionaire or
Advisory Dept., Chattanooga, Tonn., lor Sitriai
Morning
prayer and sermon 11.
eo low. that it Is hardly worth while duke or just an average man.
book. "Homf
Inrt rmctitxxi on your case and
Traatisenl lor Woman." in plain wraupar, N.C. 1 il
JULIA BOTTCMLEY.
Order of service at 11 o'clock :
to make them at home.

'Eft"

E have

Monday for

X

Choir Loft

South SidoPlosa

1B61

boys suits, that we do not wish to cany into the fall season, in sizes
and 11. These suits are strictly all wool, well made, and would make
your boy an excellent school suit. The styles are mostly double breasted , although
Browns. We sold O
nrt are Norfolks. The colors are Grevs
' and
these suits regularly at 55.50 to $7.00, but you may buy them

e.

Mrs. Raynolds Gives
a Dancing Party

NEW GOODS APE ARRIVING
DAIL Y COME IN AhD
LOOK THEM OVER

Big Sale of
Boys Odd Suits

1

i

WJLoadin5ior8

&.$osenwads Sm

Tuesday evening at the Castaneda
hotel by Miss Helen Kelly in honor of
Miss Madonna Hogan and Miss Margaret Gross, two charming St Louis
girls who are gueBts at the Kelly
home. About 150 guests were present
and enjoyed the hospitality of Miss
Kelly, who was assisted In entertaining by her father and mother, Mr.
and Mrs. Harry W. Kelly.
Delightful music was furnished by
a selected orchestra. A novel and
delightful feature was the playing of
ragtime music as encores for the
waltzes, and vice versa. This gave
everybody, whether a devotee of the
modern dances or the old style waltzes and two steps, a chance to enjoy
the dancing thoroughly.
were elaborate.
The refreshments
They were served on beautifully dec
orate tables on the east veraada of
the hotel. The viands were delicious
and were garnished in an attractive
manner. Miss Kelly is a charming
hostess, and her guests of Tuesday
evening were delightfully entertained.

Mis. Leahy Hosteti
at a Card Party
On Thursday afternoon Mrs. David
J. Leahy was hostess at a card party
in honor of her niece, Miss Marie Arnold of Raton. The house was tastily
'fCorated in sweet peas and nasturLa Vegas Cirlt
Cuestc of Honor
Two of Las Vegas' prominent young
ladies are evidently society favorites
in Santa Fe as well as this city, according to an article in the New Mexican or yesterday, which follows:
Miss Aurora Lucero, daughter of
the secretary of state, will give a tea
Monday afternoon at her home In
honor of Miss Lucy Clement and Miss
Wilhelmina Vollmer of Las VegaB.
Miss Clement is already In the city
visiting friends and Miss Vollmer who
has recently returned from Spain
where she studied Spanish, is expected to arrive Monday from the Meadow
City. Both Las Vegans are talented,
attractive girls. Miss Clement expects
to return home Tuesday.

Lea

How the Largest Exclusive Tire Factory
Keeps Cost Down and Keeps Quality Up

If

Cost No More Than Average
Every facility for economical production
that science has been able to produce has
been brought to bear in the Firestone
plant to give you Firestone quality at
ordinary price. The power plant, where
one man feeds the boilers that produce

d

9000 horsepower, is one example of
scientific management

Fire-sto- ne

The great Firestone plant naturally
attracts the country's greatest tire experts.

Everyman in this factory is a tire specialist,
doing his work with skill and accuracy.
Here nothing but tires is made, and
every ounce of steam power, every effort
of the workmen, every bit of study and

thought, are focused on the making of
Firestone Tires. This concentration and
specialization in production make it possible to give highest quality at a cost no
greater than only average tires.

Most for Your Money in First Cost
and Final Economy
of Texas
and RubberDallas,
Firestone Tire
Company
1521 Commerce
Texu
Street,

nti-nni-

I

'

j!

j,

JjpV

I

Distributor for
Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, O. tranches and Ueaiers tyerywhere
"Amtrica's Largett Exclativ Tirm and Rim Maker"
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HOSPITALS ARE
TOO FEW IN
ENGLAND
PEOPLE

IN MODEST CIRCUMSTAN.

CES SUFFER FOR LACK
OF CARE

London, Aug. 22. England's lack of
hospitals for people in moderate circumstances is the thing that most impressed the members of the Clinical
Congress of Surgeons of North America who just met in London. All of
London's wonderful hospitals, where
the visitors have been watching operations by the great British Burgeons,
aro charity hospitals. People who can
afford to pay are barred, and must
either go to the inadequately equipped
private nursing homes or be operated
upon in their residences.
Dr. Franklin H. Martin, of Chicago,
general secretary of the congress, felt
this condition keenly as he had a
touch of appendlctis during his visit
to London and then learned that the
hospitals he had been admiring would
not have received him had he been
forced to go under the knife.
"This method of conducting hospitals amazes us from North America,"
eaid Dr. Martin. "Palatial buildings,
occupying acres of (the most valuable
land In the capital of the world, are
devoted solely to
patients
excluding from their advantages the
I.atients of moderate means and made
piohibitive to patients of wealth. This
works injustice both ways. With
their large endowments, these hospl- non-payin- g

HAVE YOU

Many women limg for children, but because of
Some curable physical derangement are deprived
of this greatest of all happiness.
The women whose names follow were restored
to normal health by Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound. Write and ask them about it.

t

"1 took your Com
pound and have a fine,
John Mitchell,

Mas-een-

a,

N. Y.

"Lydia E. Finkhara's

Vegetable Compound is a
wonderful medicine for
expectant mothers."
Mrs. A. M. Myers,
Mo.

" I highly recommend

Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound before
child-birtit has done so
much for me." Mrs. E.
h,

M.

Doerr, R. R.

1,

Pa.

Mrs EM. Doerf

.si

Mrs.Mfjse

B'lakclji

"I took

's
Lydia E.
Vegetable Compound to build up my
system and have the
dearest baby girl in the
world." Mrs. Moss
Blakeley, Imperial, Pa.
Pink-ham-

"I praise

the

Com-

pound whenever I have
a chance. It did so much

for me before my little
girl was born. " Mrs.
E. W.

Sanders,

Rowles-bur-

g,

W. Va,

"I took your

Com-

pound before baby was
born and feel I owe my

life to it "Mrs. Winnie

Tillis, Winter Haven,
Florida.

AMERICANS

WILL HAVE

Hut-clen-

"Stay-at-home-

n

'

CHILD?

A

tals can afford the most elaborate fild ambulance and hospital work. lHjys are allowed the run of the celeDou't endure the needless pain and
Evidently Sir John McGraw has had
equipment of operating rooms and la- If there is a serious demand for their brated playing fields of the school and torment of rheumatism, aggravated as his goggles repaired. John couldn't
it ia by the hot weather. W. T.
boratory diagnostic facilities. Yet pa- services it is estimated that at least the use of the boats.
see the Braves a few weeks ago, but
tients of means are compelled to go 93 per cent of this number will obey
Nicholson, Ga.. says: "I suf now the Beans look as big as waterThe necessitous blind, accompanied fered the aches and pains of rheuma melons to the leader of the
to the imperfectly equipped private the call.
Giants.
The society is the body officially re- by a guide who has paid the ordinary tism, swollen feet, irregular painful
hospitals or to nursing homes with
allowed
will
to
he
travel free on bladder action, but Foley Kidney Pills
thtir makeshift arrangements. This cognized by the war department, and fare,
W. T. Greene, Hopklnton. N. II.,
must in turn have a pauperizing ef- acts iunder the d.'rectlon vof the ad- tho Iondon underground railroads and fixed me up quickly. Foley's are tho v rites the following letter, which wiil
fect on people of small means who miralty and war office, in conjunction on one of the largest of the omnibus best. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Interest every one who has
kidney
enter the hospitals as charity pa- v.Ith the hospital staff. Its present syslems. This concession has been Drug Co. Adv.
trouble. "For over a year. Mrs. Greene
tients when they would gladly pay a organization and status is due to the made by Sir Albert Stanley, and Is
bed been afflicted with a very stub-lor- n
lessons of the South African war, when also being arranged on the tramways
small sum.
HIT BY A METEOR
kidney trouble. Foley Kidney
"The injustice worked on the paying various independent nursing societies run by the London county council.
Santa Fe, N. M., Aug. 22. Juan Pills done more to complete her re
patient may be Berious, as nursing and some of them poorly managed and all
Jese ltatanch, a sheep herder, was covery than any medicine she has ta
EAST LAS VEGAS WITNESSES
private homes can not afford expen- interfering with each others' movebrought to Santa Fe yesterday with a ken and I feel it my duty to recomsive apparatus such as the latest
ments, caused the authorities no end
dangerous scalp wound, received in mend them." O. G. Schaefer and Red
machines and the like."
of trouble. The result was that all The Names of East Lat Vega Per- Santa Fe
canyon and which he de Cross Drug Co. Adv.
sona Familiar to All
Dr. Martin has only praise for the societies were amalgamated and put
clares was Inflicted by a meteorite.
Who are the witnesses?
r.ritish surgeons. He believes them under one head.
tif tanch has an injury which physi
The forms of aid of the society In
By way of a war measure against
to be fundamentally better equipped
They are East Ias Vegas people
cians say looks like a burn from light
the Feds Jack Dunn's Orioles will
Residents of East Las Vegas who
for their profession than the Ameri- clude the provision and equipment of
ning. But they also say it has some
a double header every other day
can. By this he means preliminary hospital ships and trains, hospitals and have had kidney backache, kidney ills,
not usually found in an play
peculiarities
training and the necessity of each convalescent homes, clothing, medical bladder ills; who have used Doan's electrical accident. The man himself, at the International league park in
'
English surgeon being a fellow of the supplies, food and comforts for the Kidney Pills. These witnesses en- v ho is conscious, asserts that it was Baltimore.
Roval College of Surgeons, which soldier, such as pipes, tobacco, choco- dorse Doan's.
not
that injured him but a
"
One East Las Vegas resident who reck lightning
standardizes requirements.
Sufferers of Hay Fever
late, playing cards and stationery,
which fell on him out of the sky.
713
and Asthma Get a Bottle of FoThe traveling public paid the British speaks is Charles O'Malley,
The average English surgeon is
meteorites
have
been falling
Many
mere deliberate in the technical per railway companies $42,000,000 for ex- Main Ave. He says:
"Through a during the past few
ley's Honey and Tar Compound
in the high
nights
I
aver
than
the
notwork
Restful sleep, relief and comfort
Doan's
friend's
advice
used
cess baggage in 1913, and this
formance of his
Kidney mountains hereabouts and it is believ
Dr. withstanding the fact that the English- Pills for pains in my kidneys. The
age American or Frenchman."
ed entirely probable that Batanch re- from choking, gaspmg asthma and tor- man boasts that he travels light com- rrompt
and genuine relief I got, ceived his
Martin declared.
fever for those who take
injury from a heavenly mentlng hay
Whether a physician should adopt pared with the average American. The proved to my satisfaction that the missile.
Foley's Honey ana Tar. It spreads a
tho cheery manner of bygone days or only way that this great amount can merit of this remedy is in no way
healing soothing coating as it glides
down a raw tickling throat and stops
dear a look of businesslike solemnity, be explained is that the Englishman overestimated.
My experience war- Out
Look
Green
for
Boys,
Apples
is the controversy raised in the Lon- invariably sends his luggage In ad- : ;.U my holding a high opinion of
Lester Wolroth had a very severe Irritating coughs and colds. O. 0.
Doan's Kidney Pills."
don press by Lord Roseberry, who in vance and thus pays for what ordinattack of cholera morbus brought on Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
Adv.
a speech at Epsom college said he arily the companies would tarry for
Price 50c, at all dealers. Don't by eating green,
apples. His mother,
would rather a thousand times be nothing. Here, as elsewheiv, erery simply ask for a kidney remedy get Mra. Pearl
Wolroth, Herkimer, N. Y.,
treated by a third rate doctor with passenger is allowed a fixed amount Doan's Kidney Pills the same that says, "I was advised to
Just one victory in each city visit- give him
was the record made by the ChiCo., Chamberlain's
genial features than a first rate man of baggage. The rate on excess, Ilka Mr. O'Malley had. Foster-Milburel
Colic. Cholera and
of repellant countenance.
that in America, Is fairly heavy, ani Props., Buffalo, N. Y.
Diarrhoea Remedy, which I did, and cago Cubs on their reecnt trip east.
"The old fashioned type, who en- this together with the big revenue de
the relief from the first was very
Had Trouble With Her Stomach
tered rubbing his hands, poked the rived from carrying baggage in adDUCK SEASON CHANGED
great After taking three doses he
"About four years ago I began to
natient in the ribs and started to vance, which has to pay a certain rate
Santa Fe, N. M, Aug. 22 The was all right" For sale by all dealr
have trouble with my stomach and
tell him jokes," replies one physi helps to make up the forty millions wild duck season in New Mexico has ers. Adv.
found it necessary to eat sparingly,"
cion, "would have a hard time hold that are added to the companies'
been changed by an order of the de
Mrs. Bernlce Wyandt Lima,
writes
ing his practice these days."
in
The Superbas have been soft pickpartment of agriculture
Washing
Another writer answers that the
ton, It will open October 1 and close ing for the Cardinals this year. The Ohio. "There was a dull and heavy
doctor liked by the best modern paEton college, the most aristocratic January 16, instead of opening Sep series to date tsands 13 to 3 In favor feeling in my stomach after eating
that was most uncomfortable. I was
tient is the one who listens gravely of English schools, is heing thrown tember 1 and closing December 16, of Miller Huggins' hired help.
also annoyed by frequent headaches.
and ends by saying, "I know exactly open to the sons of working men for "I do not know why this change was
what the trouble is." The main rea- two weeks this summer. Tuition, made," said Game and Fish Warden
W. M. Halfacre, Dexter, Mo., bought After taking a number of medicines
without benefit I got a bottle of
son why the grave doctor is liked is board and lodging for the fortnight's T. C. de Baca today, "unless it was Foley Kidney Pills for Mrs.
Halfacra,
because he is a good listener, and pa- course are covered by the nominal due to certain complaints sent to who, was down on her back with kid- Chamberlain's Tablets and found they
were Just the thing. Two bottles of
tients love to do the talking when, it
of two pounds. Over one Washington by people who entertain neys so sore he had to
help her move. them
rid me of this complaint" For
comes to their troubles.
thousand boys are enrolled.
the erroneous impression that wild He says, "She would cry with pain
The Eton summer course for labor ducks breed during September. The across her kidneys, but after she took sale by all dealers. Ad v;.
"Nearly everyone prefers the doctor
with the churlish manner, providing er's sons follows a similar scheme now order affects New Mexico principally the second bottle of Foley Kidney Pills,
for Trie Opnc
he has a good record of cures," con- la vogue at Oxford. Each student and I am not sure that It will meet she was as well and strong as ever."
cludes the writer, "to the sunny duf- will be expected to study from two to with the hearty approval of sports- O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
fer who is as likely to kill you as eight hours a day. One of the popular men, hut the order must be obeyed.' Co Adv.
not."
features of the 'scheme is that the
Waiters go to War
Moose McCormlck has made good
$100 Reward, $100
The call to the colors for the conwill be as manager at Chattanooga and will
this
of
The
readers
paper
Tel!
tinental reservists had immediate ef Mothers
pleased to learn that there Is at least pilot the team again next season.
fect on (London restaurants, hotels
one dreaded disease that science has
Friend
laid boarding houses. London became
been able to cure in all its stages, and
Sour Stomach
almost waiterless.
is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure
that
If
are
troubled with this com
you
Is
The old fashioned English waiter
is the only positive cure now known
plaint you should take Chamberlain'B
all but extinct. His passing has been
to the medical fraternity. Catarrh be Tablets, being careful to observe the
deeply regretted by the older genera
ing a constitutional disease, requires directions with each bottle. You are
tion of English, because of his Intelll
treatment.
Hall's certain to be benefited
constitutional
by them if you
gent service, which he regarded as one
Catarrh Cure Is taken Internally, act give them a trial. Sold by all deal
dehis
and
of the fine arts,
respectful
ing directly upon the blood and mu ers. Adv.
meanor. But he could not withstand
cous
surfaces of the system, thereby
bo
Is
our
best
or
should
Experience
the competition of the cheaper living teacher.
,
Women who have obeyed tha destroying the foundation of the
highest and noblest of all (sacrifices, the
foreigner.
the
and
strength
giving
patient
for the life of others, should
While French and! Italian servants struggle
have a better idea of helpful Influence by building up the constitution and
the
to
London
attracted
have been
by
than those who theorize from observation. assisting nature In doing its work.
At any rate when a prospective grandbetter pay, a large part of the Ger53
mother urges her daughter to do as she The proprietors have so much faith
ANMnilNCINfi
sole
over
the
purfor
mans have come
did to use "Mother's Friend," there Is in Its curative powers that they offer
to bellrve It the right advice.
THE NEW HOTPOINT
pose of learning English. Even street reason
One Hundred Dollars for any case
"Mother's Friend" Is an external
car conductors and taxi drivers in
for expectant mothers. Its purthat it fails to cure. Send for list of
ELECTRIC TOASTER
iGerman cities are com- pose Is to furnish pliancy to the muscles, testimonials.
mc(st lot
on the cords and
strain
take
to
the
away
GREATLY IflPROVED
pelled to know English, and the know- ligaments, to relieve the tension of nerves
Adress. F. J. .CHENEY and CO., To
as-sand tendons so apt to provoke or agO.
ledge of foreign languages Is an
twltch-lng- s
ledo,
gravate nausea, morning sickness,
REDUCED IN PRICE
for any type of German wage earnof the limbs and so on.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
p Although, In the nature of things, a
er.
consti
for
Pills
Take
Hall's
Family
woman would usa "Mother's Friend" but
London business houses also are but rarely, yet so effective has It been pation. Adv..
Is
on
sale
found
this
that
splendid remedy
filled with German clerks, who work
In most drug stores throughout the
for little or nothing in order to learn United States. It has been prepared by
RIO GRANDE IS DRY
Bradfleld Regulator Co., 408 Lamar Bids.,
English and master English business Atlanta,
Santa Fe, Aug. 22. The Rio Grande
Ga.. and advertised by us for
ver forty years. This Is a fine record has run
methods. Their leaving has largely
dry at Leasburg, according to
for such a special remedy and the gratedisorganized business.
are Just as reports received here, although in
ful letters received
appreciative as were those of years ago northern New Mexico It still has a
notwithstanding that method are supAsk at heavy flow, thus proving that the
can
posed to have greatly advanced.
The British Red Cross society
the drug store for a bottle of. "M.Qtb.er'a normal flow of the river does not
of
0,000
persons, many
call upon
Friend." It la worth, while.
reach Elephant Butte, the contention
them highly trained, to undertake
of the reclamation service to the conQS9
trary notwithstanding. The gates of
the Leashurg diversion dam have been
, ,
closed!
because of the low state of the
CAPITAL PAID IN
river.
Rur-gorlh-

A PLACE TO VISIT
FRISCO FAIR WILL BE OBJECTIVE
POINT INSTEAD OF EUROPE ,
IN 1915

That attendance at the Panama Pa
cific International exposition at San,
Francisco next year will be Increased
rather than diminished by the European war is the belief of those who- have looked carefully into the situation. They declare the disturbance on
the continent will prevent large numbers of Americans trom making tho
trip across the Atlantic. These peopla
will want to travel somewhere, and
the chances are they will determine to
take advantage of the opportunity to
see their own country.
The management of the exposition.
has announced that the war will not
interfere with the fair, and It will
prove a mecca for those Americana)
who have been deprived of their an
nual trip to Europe. Automobile traffic as well as travel hy rail, from the
east and middle west to the Pacifio
coast is expected to be heavy next
year.
The leaders of New York's fashionable circles at Newport are organising a money raising campaign in support of the International Red Cross)
society's war work. The prime movers in the affair are Mrs. August Belmont Mrs. Stuyvesant Fish and Mra.
William K, Vanderbilt Jr. A sort of
fair, or fete, is being planned to tak
place at "The Breakers," the sumptuous abode of Mrs. William K. Vanderbilt. It will continue for two afternoons and evenings of tennis week,
when the Newport season is at Its
height. A email charge will be made
entrance
for
tickets, and various
shows will attract both the attention!
and the eheckles of the great of the
earth, as well as of those who follow
in their wake.
George Chip will engage In a return.
battle T.ith P illy Murray before taking
ou Mike Uiubons.
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MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

Mother's

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

dis-ease-
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$J
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Was $4.00
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improved Ei Tosto $3.50
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to-d- ay
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SURPLUS
9 100,000.0

CITROLAXI

CITROLAXI

CITROLAXI

Cunningham, Preside
Frank Springer,

I.

M.

D. T. Hoskins, Cashier.

it

Vice-Preside-

LAS VKGAS
INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK
CAPITAL STOCK

-

-

30,000.00

Office with the San Miguel National Bank
WE

O.

.President
president

HATDOH.

H. W, KELLY
D. V. HOMDNi

.

,

Interest PeJd On Deposits

T1
,

Traaanrw

It's a laxative of course and the
nicest hot weather drink you ever
tasted. Flushes thoroughly and pleas
antly, too. F. C Crysler, Syracuse, N.
"Have used laxatives for
Y., says:
15 years hut this Citrolax has got
everything else beat a mile." Try It.
O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
Co.

Adv.

Olaf Hendricksen, the lad who
the blow that won a world's
championship for the Red Sox in 1912,
ha3 failed as a reliazle pinch swatter
for the Carrigan outfit this season.
plr.ched-hl- t

Favorite Remedy for Diarrhoea
"About three years ago I had a serious attack of summer complaint
The doctor's medietas failed to bene
fit me, so I sent for a bottle of Cham
berlaln's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea
Remedy upon the recommendation of
one of my neighbors. One doe of it
did me more good than all the other
medicine I had used. I improved rap
idly and in a short time I was well,
writes Mrs. May Higgias, Peru, lad.
For sale by all dealers. Adv.

The New HOTPOINT ELECTRIC TOASTER operated with
one hand, the only electric toaster to do this,
Cooks enough nice golden brown toast for five people at
cost of iCm
Will toast two slices of bread on both sides in 2
minutes.
Can anyone afford to continue to make toast the old way,
and trot to the kitchen, when improved EL TOSTO does all
the work right on your dining room table?
COriE IN NOW EXAfllNE OUR STOCK OF ELECTRICAL
GOODS WATCH A DENONSTRATION OF "EL TOSTO" IT
WILL BR A PLEASURE TO SERVE YOU.
1-

-2
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wreckers leveled to the
few days ago the three
finest examples of old time cltyhomeg
left in lower Varick street. Like the
dwellings In upper part of that thoroughfare, they have been sacrificed
after an existence of more than seventy-five
years to furnish the additional
space for widening Varick street.
The three houses which have Just
disappeared stood on the southeast
corner of Varick and Beach streets,
for many years they attracted the attention of artists and others interested in the few existing memorials of
earlier days because of the simplicity
and grace of their neat colonial architecture. Viewed from the street the
entrances with the delicate door posts
surmounted with Doric capitals, and
a simple carved design In the arch
way over the door, were their characteristic features. This colonial style
was maintained in a eughtly more
elaborate manner inside, especially in
the large front parlor, adorned at one
end with white enameled Doric pillars and designs of fruit and flowers
carved In the white marble, of the old
fashioned fireplace.

House
the ground

Advertisers are guaranteed
largest dally and weekly circulation
f any newspaper In northern New
Mexico,

2
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GERMAN

He Remembered Orphans
Rome, Aug. 21. (delayed in trans-

ARMY'S

ADVANCE

cardinals met
mission) Twenty-thre- e
late today In the first congregation of
cardinals to arrange the temporary
government of the church and prepare
for the conclave in September when a
successor to Pope Plus X will be
elected. It Is learned that the testament of the late pope provides for
the maintenance of about 400 little
ones made orphans by the earthquake
a Messina and Calabria in 1908.

NOT

CHECKED
(Contiuued From Page One.
tration of the French army.
"In fact, it might have proved prejudicial to their subsequent operation."
It was apprehended that the enemy
would be ready first and would take
full advantage of this circumstance.
These suppositions have proved incorrect. The situation at this moment
is in a military sense satisfactory.
Germans

SERVIA'S WAR MINISTER

In Ostend

According to a dispatch from Folk-stonto the Chronicle, passengers who
have arrived there from Ostend report
that Friday afternoon German patrols
weer In the outskirts of that Belgian
seaport.
Several Englishman and a number
cf Americans arrived at Folksetone to"
night on the cross channel steamer
f
' ;
from Ostend, the correspondent
of
s
1
t'.ie Chronicle says.
"It Is a hard believe," orfe of these
travelers Bald, "that the Germans are
ffally occupying a position on the
straights of Dover across from the
English coast. When we left Ostend
Friday afternoon the Germans already
were in the outskirts.
"All foreigners were ordered to
leave Ostend yesterday. The postof- - - Miles Bozanovitch, the man of the
fice and the government offices are hour In Servia.
closed and the Inhabitants are in a
.' 3U
condition of panic."
The German advance into the west
ern part of Belgium has not yet Inter GERMAN VESSEL WILL
fered with the progress of the steamer
service. The regular morning boat
TRY TO CROSS SEA
from each port left on time today.
The reports of last night that German patrols had reached Ostend have BRANDENBURG SAILS FROM PHIL-- i
ADELPHIA WITH CARGO
rot been confirmed. "
e

i

'

V

OF COAL
England Blamed for War
Berlin, Aug':' 21.' (via Copenhagen
and Lon, Aug.'22) A laconic dispatch
of seven words announcing the entry
of the Germans into Brussels Is the
only news regarding the occupation
of the Belgian city yet published
here. The Berlin papers express admiration of the swiftness of the German advance, but make no comment
on the German tactics.
Germany, It is declared, desired to
prevent war. with France and sought
otly a guarantee of French neutrality
England, however, refused to help In
obtaining such guarantees and there-- '
fere, it is reasoned, England In the
first place was the cause of the war
between France and Germany.'

POPE WILL BE BURIED
BESIDE SAINT PETER
THREE
TO

PALE FACES DID

HUNDRED
INVITATIONS
ENTOMBING HAVE
BEEN ISSUED.

Rome, Aug. 22. The body of Pope
Pius X, clad in his pontifical robes

Philadelphia, Aug. 22. Loaded to
the limit with coal and food supplies
the North German Lloyd steamship
Brandenburg is steaming down the
Delaware river bound for Bergen, Norway. This is the destination given
In the clearance papers,' and the captain says the Journey will require
about two months. Despite the protests of the British ambassador in
Washington, who declared - that the
Brandenburg Is an auxiliary: cruiser
of1 Che German
navy, local customs authorities gave her clearance papers.
The ' Brandenburg IS slow, and her
only chance for safety lies in protection by German cruisers,.1
When the Brandenburg sailed her
appearance was changed so that old
mariners failed to recognize her as
the same vessel.
Both the captain of the Brandenburg and the German consulate at
Philadelphia denied that the Brandenburg was going to the relief of German
cruisers. They made positive statements that the vessel was going to
try to deliver her cargo In Bergen,'
whore the price of coal Is excessively
high They said that opportunity for
making big profits was worth the risk
of capture by French and English war
ships.
.'

'

and with the emblems of his sacred
office beside it, lay today in the
Chapel of the Blessed Sacrament in
YOURISTS LEAVE GLASGOW
St. Peters.
IiOndon, Aue. 22. About 2,000 Am
The doors of the great church were
opened and the faithful resumed their erican "and Canadian tourists sailed
from Glasgow today for America.
pilgrimages to the bier.
Preparations for the burial are now There are now only a few tourists left
under way. The stairway leading to In the Scottish city. ; ' '

A

THE INDIAN

YORK

a

The public will learn with pleasure
t at the city council Is contemplating
1
passage of an ordinance prohlblt-- i
on auto- the use of muffler
munl- of
the
limits
j biles within the
about
all
know
who
People
ality.
automobiles, including those who make
i.iem and those who drive them, declare that the opening of the muffler
loes not do a particle of good. It
does not increase the speed or driving
power of the engine. About all that
is accomplished Is the releasing upon
the atmosphere of a clouJ of smoke
and a chaos of noise.
An open muffler creates the ImAmong the persons stranded in New
pression in the mind of the observer
York
If
by the war Is the Princess Bra- that a car is making great speed.
the observer chances to be a cop an ganoa d'Avellar, whose stage name
errest may be the result, and the was Ruth Maycliffe when she appearmere exercise of caution against a ed In "Girls" and other comedies in
trip to the police court might be made this city several years ago. The
sufficient inducement to the motorist princess was born on a Texas cattle
ranch, and, after appearing in several
to pnt the lid on the big noise.
But while the city council is endeav- plays in this city she went abroad
oring to reduce the noise made by au- about two years ago and was uot
tomobiles, why not get after the motor- heard of again on Broadway until she
cycles as well? One of those me- returned to America last May, when
chanical creations can make more she surprised former acquaintances by
noise than ten
touring telling them that she. was a princess.
She was introduced to Prince d'Avelcars.
lar of Portugal In Madrid, she said.
o
and it was a case of love at first
SliEING THINGS AT NIGHT sight Since May ehi has been visitMr. Batanch of near Santa Fe firm- ing her mother and ; grandfather, C.
ly believes that he was struck on the A. Roberts, In Oklahoma, For sev
head Thursday night by a falling eral weeks she ha been In New York
meteorite. He is exhibiting a bruised waiting for a ship to take her back
and scorched cranium to prove the to Lisbon.
assertion. There are numerous peoNot the least beneficial results to
ple who have been hit upon the head
with all sorts of missiles and have thia country of the European war will
eeen stars simultaneously. Perhaps be the opportunity for American man
Mr. Batanch Is in that class. If the ufacturers of Womens' wear to throw;
ofjject that struck him really was a off the shackles of custom that have
it was totally annihilated bound them to Paris for so many
by the contact, as no trace of It has years and to make the creations of
fcef n found. Mr. Batanch's friends de- their own minds take the place of
clare he Is a coming rival of Frank copies of the Ideas of designers over
Chance, the gifted baseball player, seas. Whether the persons concerned
who has been struck on the head with will he able to stand alone is probbaseballs something less than 300 lematical. The designers and the
times and still lives to tell the tale. manufacturers think that they can,
o
and that they, can break Parisian dom
Keep your Ltver Active During the ination once and for all if the war is
of any duration. But some of the big
Summer Months Foley Cathartic
retailers scoff at this suggestion and
Tablets for Sluggish Liver and
say that the coming fall season will
Constipation
It does beat all how quickly Foley see the greatest collection of "styles"
Cathartlo Tablets liven your liver and it haa been the good fortune of Amerovercome constipation. Ney Oldham, ican women to look upon. They agree
IWlmberley, Texas, says. "Foley Ca- that the Ame.rican designers are adept
thartic Tablets are the best laxative at toning down French and other EuI ever used. They take the place of ropean creations to fit American
calomel." Wholesome, stirring anl tastes, but they maintain that when
the problem of originality faces these
cleansing. No griping. A comfort to
stout persons. O. O. Schaefer and Red designers they will go all to pieces.
The result at test, these retailers sap,
Cross Drug Co. Adv. ,
can be nothing more than a curious
The New York Yankees have been mixture of what has been considered,
good style for several seasons.
displaying a better brand of ball siace
thfir return from the disastrous westExtensive alterations are about to
ern trip.
cut-ou- ts

1914.
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V V LITTLE OLD NEW

Plans are be..Editor.
n. M. PAOQETT.
assoMerchants'
the
ing pushed by
ciation for establishment of a school
In the Woolworth building, the pupils to be office boys, office girls and
other Junior employes of the tenants
Cnterd at the pos toffies at East of the big structura The Merchants"
a
La Vegas, New Mexico for
association, whose own offices are in
through the United States the Woolworth, has been making a
alia as second class matter.
canvass of the tenants, to find how
many will be willing to let their emof the
ployes attend the sessions
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
school for a period during the regular
Dally, by Carrier
business day. The response by tenrer Copy
ants has been satisfactory to the as16
One Week
sociation officials having the matter
W
One Monti
in charge, and the establishment of
Daily, by Mall
the school Is looked for within a short
16.00
Due Tear (In advance)
time.
S.00
llx Months (In advance)
7.00
One Tear (In arrears)
Railroad traffic men admit here
1.78
tlx Months (In arrears)
their business is being seriously
that
7.80
One Year
affected by the European war. A falling off In traffic,' they said, was bound
WEEKLY OPTIC AND 8TOCK
to follow the embago placed on rain
GROWER
and other export freight which usually
12.00
Ms Tecr
runs heavy at this time of the year.
1.00
U Months
of imports has
Xhe complete tie-u- p
also had a tendency to reduce freight
received from the manufacturers de
(Cash In Advance for Mall
pendent upon Europe for raw materSubscriptions.)
Remit by check, draft or money ials. Officials of the leading trunk
ardor. If sent otherwise we will not lines, however, are of the opinion that
the setback In railway earnings will
to responsible for loss.
imSpecimen eoples free on application. be only temporary, and that the
will
he
comes,
it
when
provement,
and of great value to our
permapent
AT
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED
industries.

.......

22,

jcovered with heavy boards. Down
jtbse the bier will be loweredneargently
the
until It Is finally deposited
casket ct Pope Pius V. Three hundred
invitations have been Issued for the
ceremonies of entombing. Among
those present will be, members of the
be made to the basement and several diplomatic corps and representatives
floors of the American Tract society of the Italian nobility. The troops
of
building, on the corner of Spruce and vere withdrawn from the square
Nassau streets, for new quarters for St. Peters this afternoon.
the New York Sun. For more than . The Tribuna says today that the
a year it has been known that the approaching conclave will not be
and a
newspaper was preparing to quit its split Into a German party
old home, but not until recently was French party; rather It will have the
it learned that the building on the religious discretion of the papacy,
next corner south was to be its new Plus X having put politics aside.
There will be present a conservalocation. It was thought that the
Sun would follow the example of the tive right, whose candidate for the
Times in moving uptown, but evident- papacy will be Cardinal De Lai, supCardinal
ly the owners of the paper have decid- ported by Cardinal Billot,
Dublllard and
ed to stick close to Park Row. The Merry del Val, Cardinal
of the left
building now occupied by the Sun Is Cardinal Sedin. The party
more than 100 years old, having been Have modern tendencies. Its candierected in 1811 as the home of Tam- dates will be Cardinals Gasparrl and
Agll-ard- i,
many halL It has had a long and in- Ferrari, supported by Cardinals
and
Amette
Delia
Bourne,
Chlesa,
teresting history. In 1S67 the buildand
ing was sold to the late Charles A. together with the Germans
Dana and others and remodeled for
The third .party, that of the center,
the New York Sun's newspaper ofCardinals
as candidates
fices, and has been occupied by the will have
Vannutelli
Serafiuo,
I'errata,
Pompill,
paper ever since. Several years ago
and Gotti.
plans were prepared for erecting a
The Tribuna expresses the idea that
fall building on the site, but they
the chances favor Cardinal Ferrata,
never materialized.
one of the candidates of the center.
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the crypt under the altar, where lie
'the remains of St. Peter, has been
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RETURNED BRUTALITY AND ROBBERY FOR HOSPITALITY,
LECTURER SAYS

Santa Fe, Aug. 22. The comparison
of the Caucasian and the Indian In
the lecture yesterday of Miss Alice C.
Fletcher, before the American School
of Archaeology, was not altogether
favorable to the .pale faces, in fact,
it was a terrific Indictment of the
white man's attitude toward the red
man.
The lecturer dwelt upon the
unity of the human race and especially of the Indians from a physiological and psychological standpoint.
Still there were many divisions and
wide differences In language among
the Indians, geographical environment modifying culture while climatic
conditions modified nrocations. However the fundamental religious Ideas
based on observation of nature were
general and the Indian mind was charand poetic.
acteristically reverent
Symbolism was to him the natural
form of expression and the same
symbols, such as the cross appertaining to the four life giving winds, are
found
throughout North' America,
Other symbols, on the other hand, belonged to certain localities.
The Indian was by nature hospitable and the first words that greeted
the English on landing upon the New
England coast were those from an Indian who shouted, "Welcome Englishman," a phrase he had learned further south. It is a sad story, the history of the first century of contact between white man and Indian. The Indian did not regard land as property,
as little as he regarded the air in the
sense of proprietorship.
Hence the
slow recognition by the Indian to the
white man's claim to property in land.
Miss Fletcher described how the English colonies purchased land from the
Indians and the confusion that en
sued because Qf the Indian's ignorance
6f the white man's attitude regarding

GORHAM
Sterling Silver,
Hawkes Cut Glass

i

The Indian had no king or arbitrary
ruler. His was a representative government only. Miss Fletcher then described pathetically how the Indian
was gradually crowded back, how his
domain was disintegrated by frontier
posts and rights of way to those posts
and how finally the reservation was
evolved, the white men going so far
as io .place arbitrarily chiefs over
them, these chiefs being called "paper" chiefs lyr.the inlians.
The iniquitous influence of traders
was outlined, how they debased the
hunt from a religious, ceremony to a
pursuit for gain, how the white manufactures killed off the native handi
crafts, how the white man turned his
worst side toward the Indian. The
Indian, on the other hand, was fighting
for hia home, for his very existence.
The devastation wrought by the Introduction of liquor was. vividly describ
ed. The white man's greed and the
white man's Immorality caused the
Indian to regard the white man with
distrust and disdain.
Then came the great change oyer
the,, country!. The buffalo disappeared,
there was loss of vegetation and anl
mal life, making existence more diffi
cult for the Indian. , ,Miss , Fletcher
traced the movements for the educa
tion of the Indian down ; to the founding of the school at Carlisle,: which
she declared did even more for the
education of the white man than it
accomplished for the Indian. The
change in the government policy of
dealing, with the individual rather
than the tribe and its beneficent in
fluence, were revived. However, the
laws of the allotment of lands and for
the Indians owning their property,, Jn
severalty, are not suitable to ,. the
southwest. The problem of the Pu
eblo and the Navajo Is a separate one
and in some respects- the' most diffi
cult with cwhlch" the' government has
yet to deal.1''"- i'M ':' "t Is of primary importance that the
Indian learn to speak English, was
Miss Fletcher's admonition, in this
country only one language must be
used for only la that manner can pub
lic opinion become an educated opin
ion'.
The treasure house of English
literature and history must be unlock
ed to the Indian so that he may understand
the American viewpoint.
One of the chief factors of misundeit
standing between whites and Indians
has been the interpreter who neither
understood the Indian tongue perfectly nor had any adequate knowledge
of English and thua frequently
the thoughts of each race
to the other.
It was, perhaps, the finest of the
series of six lectures which Mfss
Fletcher, the greatest living author
Ity.on the American Indian, has given
Before the summer school and the
.
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Pickard China
QUALITY IS FIRST
CONSIDERATION
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audiences that have come out to hear
her at an early hour each morning
testified to the great Interest In eth
nology that she has aroused.

m

CATRON TAKING
NO PART IN

'

land.

m

MAZATLAN REFUSED
CLEARANCE

PAPERS

CAMPAIGN

HE; HAS NOT TALKF.D
IS ENDEAVORING TO CAR-- ' SAYS
ABOUT
CONGRESSIONAL
RY COAL TO A GERNOMINATION
MAN CRUISER

VESSEL

San Francisco, Aug. 22. Clearance
papers were refused the steamer
today by order of the treasury
department at Washington. The
is a German owne(T ship laden
with coal originally bought by the
German consulate here for delivery
aboard the German cruiser Leipzig at
sea.
Much perplexity has beclouded, the
case-othe Mazatlan. While the. ves
sel waa still flying the German, flag
her attempt to deliver the coal was
halted by the port authorities,.,. She
was then placed under the Mexican
flag and representations were made
that the coal had been sold to a firm
of Mexican commission merchant? for
delivery in Guaymas, Mexico. Dispatches from Washington yesterday
said there was no warrant in the neutrality regulations for holding' any
vessel carrying contraband of war
'
consigned to a belligerent. The vessel was, of course, subject to seizure
on the high seas, but that was the
r; '
affair of her owners.
Collector Davis, however, held that
the peculiar circumstances in this particular case, the original .purchase of
the coal by the German, consulate and
the hasty transfer of the vessel from
one flag to another made It ah instance for special consideration. Collector Davis received Instructions today to hold the Mazatlan until further orders. The vessel Is lying In
the stream ready to sail and alongside
Is the United States torpedo boat de
stroyer Preble.
Ma-zatl-

Ma-zatl-

'

Santa Fe, N. M., Aug. 22. "I am
not pledged to William H. Andrews
for congress; I am, not pledged or
committed to any one for congress.
I have not stated that I believed An
drews could not be elected; I have
made no comments on the matter of
Andrews or any one else. Reports that
I said I favored Andrews or that I
did not favor Andrews are all lies."
So declared United: States Senator
Thomas B. Catron today in discussing certain rumors iu circulation, following the senator's trip to Albuquerqwith
ue-, and resulting conferences
certain republican leaders.
,"I dined at the same table with Andrews," said the senator. "I paid for
my breakfast. If some of these people
had spied on me a little more they
would have seen me talking with
Baca and several other republicans. I wanted to ascertain the views
of republicans, but as far as 'fixing
anything up" that is all bosh. We are
going to have a state convention here
Monday to nominate.
"Will it be harmonious?" was asked.
"We hope so," smiled Mr. Catron.
' We expect to name. a. ticket, a good
ticket, that will win. You can Bay
that much. But who will be run for
congress, I do not know. Our county
did take a stand In favor of Hugh H.
Williams for corporation commissioner, but nothing was said about the
congressional nomination."
Asked about his opinion of the democratic ticket just named Mr. Catroo.
said: "About as weak as any they
could put up; that's what I think
about It It suits me."
El-feg-o

Something Under the Surface
22. Secretary
Washington, Aug.
Daniels received a report on the MaKANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
zatlan today from Rear Admiral Pond
Kansas City, Aug. 22. Hogs, rebut declined to discuss It, Certain
ceipts 800. Market steadv.
circumstances, however, not disclosed
Cattle, receipts 100. Market steady.
basis
to
be the
here were understood
Sheep, no receipts. Market steady.
of the treasury department's action
in refusing to clear the ship.. The
steamer is being held while the state
department decides the questions of
neutrality and the law Involved. -

GERMANY VIOLATED

i! NEUTRALITY

PACT

MINISTER
PROTESTS
BELGIAN
AGAINST THE INVASION OF
HIS COUNTRY f' V

Washington, Aug. 22. Ma Haenltz,
the Belgian minister, presented a note
of protest to the state department
against violation by Germany of the
treaty of 1839, which guaranteed the
neutrality of Belgium. The same note
will be delivered to the foreign offices of all neutral and allied natlonsv
An official dispatch to Minister Hae- -'
nlte announces the defeat of the Belgian army In, southeast Belgium,
where It was forced to yield to superior German forces. The troops retreated in good order to Antwerp, the
dispatch added, and from there will
with the allies. ,
Read The Optlo Want Ads.
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BACIIARACH'S BROS.
Opposite Castaneda Hotel
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from, Santa Fe, where she has been

PERSONALS
Charles Russell lett yesterday for
Ark., where he will spend
some time settling up the estate of
his father.
Dr. Clifford Plew and wife left this
morning for Harvey's ranch, where
they will .spend the coming week.
Mrs. Li. Brown and daughter, Miss
Pearl, returned home yesterday afternoon from El Porvenlr.
Samuel Greenberger left this morning for a week's stay at Harvey's
ranch.
Thomas Ross, enthusiastic Las Vegas booster and director of the Commercial club, has returned from Echo,
Ore., where 'lie has been on business
for several" Months.
J. P. Caldwell of Springer is a
vlbitor in the city today.
James R. Robinson and John F. Robinson are in the city for a few days'
visit. They came from Lubbock, Tex.
A. A. Sena left this morning for
Santa Fe.
H.Z.Mueller of St. Louis is a business visitor In Las Vegas today.
C. A. Jennings and family of Encino
are spending a few days visiting Las
Vegas.
W. C. Kelser is a visitor in Las , Vegas from Topeka, Kan.
"j f
Charles Jones of Kansas City l3
spending a few days In this city on
a business trip.
Ben Shutz of Los Alamos spent yesterday and today in this city.
J. Hardy of Los Angeles came in
last night and will be a visitor in the
city for several days.
Herbert W. Clark left this morning
for Santa Fe to attend the republican
state convention. He is chairman of
the state committee of the party.
Nathan Jaffa of Roswell, who has
been visiting in this city for several
days, left this morning for Santa Fe.
Mrs. S. F. Cully and daughters of
Wagon Mound were visitors in the
cify yesterday.
Miss lone Peacock left last evening
for her home in Los Angeles. She has
boen visiting friends in this city for
several days.
Msr. E. Uhrlg returned last night

Fort Smith,

visiting friends for several days.
Mrs. Ed Chrlsman left yesterday for
her home at Los Angeles. She has
been in this city for several weeks
visiting with relatives.
Mrs. W. E. Eastman left this 'afternoon for Albuquerque on a short visit.
Joe S. Sena returned this morning
he had
from Albuquerque, where
been for the past week.
Jack McNeill came in this afternoon from the south and will be In
th.i city for a few days on business.
His headquarters is in St. Louis.
John Strong and family left last
r.ighir for Wagon Mound. They came
in yesterday morning (by automobile
home last night by train.
and return
John .H.york returned last night
Fe where he has been
from, Sant
attending a meeting of the state
board of equalization.
Miss Emma Tamme came in this afternoon from Chicago, where she has
been visitug friends and relatives for
several weeks.
Secundino Romero left this after-ccofor Santa Fe to attend the republican state convention, which is to
be held there' next week.
J. Chapman returned last evening
to his home, in Belen after spending
several days in this city visiting
friends.
Paul Marselle, Jr., left this afternoon
for Watroua where he will join the
boy scouts who are camping near the
Phoenix ranch.
Denzel Campbell left this afternoon
fir Lamy where he will visit with
his sister for several days. He has
been attending the Normal school this
summer and has been In Las Vegas
for nearly three months
Mrs. George Hoover returned
this
afternoon to her home" in Santa Fe
atfer having spent two weeks visiting friends in this city.
n
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From week to week this space will hole tome Interesting Information
;
'
pertaining to banking business.
This week we present evidence of growth.

KILLED IN AUTO RICE
American League
rain.

VETERAN

All games postponed;

TESTS

OF

MANY FAST

PERISHES

CON-

WHEN

National League
CAR OVERTURNS
At Cincinnati
R.H.E.
Total Resources January i, 191J . . $188,300.76
2 6 1
New York
Elgin .111., Aug. 22. Spencer Wish-ar- t,
3 7 2
Cincinnati .
Total Resources July i, 1013 - . $252, 270.47
the veteran hero of many automoBatteries: Mathewson, Demaree and bile races, was fatally Injured while
Benton and Gon ho waa leading the field in the Elgin
McLean, Meyers;
zales.
national road race today, when his
car overturned. His mechanician,
R. H. E. John
At Chicago
1,
Jenter, also was badly hurt.
3 8 4 Wishart
Philadelphia .
died later in a hospital.
7 8 1
.
Chicago .
Wishart's right leg was broken, his
and skull was fractured and hla chest
Marshall
Batteries:
Rixey,
Burns; Vaughn and Bresnahan.
crushed. His assistant's right arm
was fractured and he was also injurR. H. E. ed
At St Louis
COMMENCED BUSINESS OCTOBER
internally. Both men were rushed
14, 1912.
1 9
0
Brooklyn
to a hospital. They were then uncon4 9 0
St Louis r
scious. Mrs. Wishart, who had been
Pfeffer and McCarty;
Batteries:
cheering in the stations her daring
Sallee and Wingo.
husband, waa taken to his bedside..
84.4 miles in the their annual
conflict, Pennsylvania Sv. itzerland.
They have written
The accident was due to the furious Wishart averaged
race
Prize
Grand
before
Federal League
going out of and Dartmouth do likewise, while Vir friends in London to say that Zurich
pace sustained. For nearly half of
contest.
R. H. E. the distance of :soi
At Indianapolis
ginia and Swarthmore, Wesleyan and is today full of Americans and English,
miles, until the the
2 11
3
Wishart's bride of only two months Trinity, Washington and Oregon, and who are unable to get away, owing
Brooklyn
accident, w'&hart averaged almost 78
4 11 0
Indianapolis
miles au hour, or nearly five miles was at his bedside when he passed a score of other big games round out to the difficulties of the journey out
the day.
Batteries:
Maxwell and Land;
and the' lack of money.
than the new record, which away.
The football classic of the year will
Americans are more fortunate than
Moseiey and Rariden.
established
Ralph
yesterday
by
wi
R H. E. DePalma.
Second Game
be played the following Saturday, No- the English in the latter respect as
H 11
3
vember 21, when the teams of Yale they are able to cash their checks
Brooklyn
It was by no means Wishart's race FOOTBALL SEASON
3
'i 14
Indianapolis and Harvard meet Unusual features and letters of credit; the Swiss bankas yet. however, for both Burman, who
Batteries:
Lafitte, Bluejacket and is known as the driver who drives
mark this game, for it will serve as ers refused to meet English credits
Land; KaiBerling and Rariden,
with a fearlessness bordering closely
SOON TO BEGIN the dedicating attraction at Yale's until such time as payment is guarannew stadium. On the same day Dart- teed by the BrltUh
cn recklessness, was close behind.
government'
R. H-At Chicago
mouth and Syracuse play at Boston, Messrs. Wilson and Harris made their
Wishart, to maintain hla lead, took
4 9
1
Buffalo
chances on rough stretches that caus CARLISLE AND ALBRIGHT WILL Lehigh faces Lafayette, Chicago and way to Zurich from Dresden, where
3
2 4
i
Minnesota clash, Wisconsin and Illi they were obliged to leave their beChicago .
On the
ed the spectators to gasp.
OPEN THE FUN ON SEPBatteries:
nois
Schultz, Watson and thirteenth lap his car skidded thrugoh
are opponents, and many other longings.
19
TEMBER
I
Blair; Lange, Pendergast and Block, a fence and overturned. Some of the '
games feature( the day.
i
'
New York, Aug. 22. Spectre-likwitnesses said that he seemed to lose
The
match
R.H.E. control of the steering gear.
At Kansas City
football is beginning to stalk baseball. will be the premier attraction in the
BIS
0 3 0
Pittsburgh
The accident put Burman in the Although the prospective peunant win- east on Thanksgiving day, but other
1 8 1
Kansas City
lead, but the awful pace and the heat ners and world's championship con- sections have equally interesting
Batteries: Dickson and Berry; Cul-lo- of his engine made him sick and he tenders are yet in the making, the game. Notre Dame
VICTORY WAS NO FAKE
plays Syracuse
,
and Easterly.
had to withdraw in favor of Ralph Mul- - gridiron game is less than a month at Syracuse, Virginia and North Caro
ford, who took his seat at the steer away. On Saturday, September 19, lina meet at Richmond, Vanderbilt
R. H.E.
At St. Louis
post The new leader was follow the initial call to mimic conflict will and the University of the South at FO RTHE SECOND TIME IN TWO
ing
7 13 1
Baltimore DAYS HE WINS THE ELGIN
ed closely by Alene, Pullen, DePalma, sound and from that day until the Nashville, and Louisiana and Tulane
4 9 1
St. Louis
ROAD RACE
Grant and Wilcox.
first Saturday In December football at New Orleans.
Batteries: Quinn and Jacklitsch;
The race was not stopped. While will rise and wane in its short but
The season will close with the
Brown and SImoni.
Army-Navthe spectators wrl-- lifting the car off active reign.
game at Washi::jtc:i on
Viewed from every angle the ap- the following Saturday, and the game
the prostrate forms pinned under it,
Elgin, 111., Aug. 22. The Elgin Na
Western League
the other contestants, their Bet faces proaching season promises to be a between the two United States train tional road race, which cost ot the
R. H. E. looking straight ahead In the dust and most remarkable and record breaking ing academies is
At Omaha
expected to take an life of Spencer Wishart, was won by
4 9 3
Denver .
their breakneck period ia the gridiron sport. In the added picturesqueness in its capital Ralph De Palma, who wan the race
smoke, pursued
3 10 0 cours.e
Omaha
Three spectators were re number of 'games alone the season setting. For years those who are
yesterday. Pullen was second.
Batteries: Melter and Block; Gar-Ve- ported slightly hurt when Wishart's will stand- - out with unusual promi most interested in giving this contest
De Palma's time was 73.5 per hour.
and McAllister, i.i.ii
car hit the fence, near which were nence. Many notable interscholastic a real governmental sanction have or
of a mile Blower than the
contests are scheduled, including a sought to have the game between the new record which he established yestheir seats,
R. HE.
At Des Moines
Fountain took the pole and the lead game between Harvard and Michi- soldiers and sailors played at Washterday. His time for the race was
2
9 2 at the start of the automobile race for
Topeka
gan. Early in the season both Yale ington.
4:06:18.
0 5 2 the Elgin
Des Moines
NationnUophy today, but and Princeton universities will dediOldtteld was third.
Batteries: Ridgeway and Gleason; aa he finished the first lap Dearborn cate new and mammoth stadiums.
AMERICAN ARE MAROONED
With the race three-fourtover
Lakafr and Haley.
al
was close behind. Mishaps. began
As has been the case for several
London, Aug. 22. H. Carrington (240 laps) the cars stood:
most with the start of the race, and years, the Carlisle Indians and the Wilson and Goodwin Harris of San
First Mulford; second, Rickenbacb-e- r;
-- '
R.H.B. three cars were put out of it on the Albright college eleven have the Francisco are at
At St Joseph
in
present
Zurich,
third, Pullen; fourth, De Palms,
1 firsit
5 11
'SlL
ichita
lap, .the machines driven ; toy honor of opening the season with the
i'0
9
13
St. Joseph
Shrunk, Tidmarsh and Walker being game set for September 19. Cornell
Batteries: Durham, Slagle and Gra- forced to withdraw.
follows close on their heels with a
ham; Thomas, Brown and Griffith,
Wishart Is Hurt
game against Ursinus on September
Spencer Wishart was reported early 23, and on the succeeding Saturday
R.H.E. in the race as badly injured by the Yale, Harvard, Princeton, Pennsyl
At Sioux' City
2 7 5
Lincoln
overturning of his car, Andrew Jen-ne- vania, Dartmouth and a host of other
8 9 0
Sioux City
Wishart's mechaniccian, also was elevens in various parts o the coun'Batteries: Dessau and Blackburn; injured. The car turned turtle at try will get Into action.
Clark and Murphy.
Before the month of October closes
Station No. 3 and both men were
was
in
the
Wishart
the
under
premier elevens of the country
it
pinned
FALLS
COAL PRODUCTION
will begin to meet foes worthy of
lead at the time of the accident
Denver, Colo., Aug..
The car, it waa learned when con their best efforts and the season will
made public toy the state mine inspec- firmation became . possible, skidded be at its height. The schedule for
tion department show that the total iiiot a fence, which caused It to turn the middle Saturday pt October is typ
amount of coal mined in the state turtle. Both of Wishart's legs wero ical of the .increasing activity. Car
from January 1 to August 1 waa
broken. He was internally injured. lisle plays Pittsburgh, Amherst meets
Stons. This, according to the Jenner also was seriously injured. Trinity, Princeton
faces Lafayette,
1
department, is 1,638,930 tons Uf1ess At the time of the accident Wishart Chicago lines up against the State
than the record up to the same'tlm was itTePaging close to 79 fartlm; n University of Iowa, Oregon will op
' '
Ipst year.
hour. Wishart died later.
pose Washington State, Wisconsin and
"Wishart's injury waa due to the Purdue clash, and the Annapolis
Can't get away from it. Charley closeness with which Burman was eleven will establish a precedent by
White, the1 Chicago lightweight cer- pressing him and he took long chances journeying to Philadelphia to play the
tainly looks like the right person to In covering rough stretchces at a rate University ot Pennsylvania,.
tackle Freddie Welsh for the cham- which made the spectators gasp and
From this date on the big games
'
fear for his safety. The strain of the follow rapidly. The first Saturday in
pionship.
race proved too much for Burman. October will witness the biggest
He was taken sick: and had to desert
game of the season when
GREEK INDICTED
Mulford.
favor
Harvard at Cambridge.
in
wheel
of
the
Ralph
22.
Michigan
Laa
The
plays
Trinidad, Colo., Aug.
At the hospital tent Mrsi, Wishart Other sections, however, will not be
has
which
Animas county grand jury,
came to her husband's bedside, but lacking in feature contests for Cor
been in session since June 15, today he was unconscious and the gravest nell and
Holy Cross play at Ithaca,
returned Its first true bill. The
fears were felt over his condition. Chicago and Wisconsin at Madison,
charges Pete Katsoulas, a The cars stood as follows at the end Carlisle and Syracuse at Buffalo, Dart
mouth and Amherst at "Hanover,
Creek striker, with the killing of T.. of the1 first six laps:
38: 57 .second,, Princeton and Williams at Princeton,
tlma
Wishart,
First,
a!
was
shot
mine guard, who
Wheatly
Wilcox 40:50; third, Burman, 41.24.; tya'nderbilt and Virginia at Nashville,
to- death during a battle, with strikers
Yale and Colgate at New Haven, and
fourth, . Pullen, 41:43;
at Tabasco on October. 26.( , Katsoulas
at Phil41:53. it. ..
Pennsylvania and Swarthmore
JuJ
is in the cdunty jail here.; The full
;
,Y
After driving one hundred miles, 12 adelphia.
report of the grand Jury that has laps, the cars stood:
The opening Saturday of November
been investigating various strike dis
First Wishart; second, Mulford; will find the college elevens of all secorders will probably be made within th!rd, Alley; fourth, Pullen; fifth, De tions on edge for the championship
a few days.
Palma.
games of the season. Close to 150
At 150 milea the leaders stood as games between rival and well matched
GOLD IS. WITHDRAWN
follows at the end of the eighteenth teams are scheduled, the principal
'
New York, Aug. 22j Gold barl lap:
'I" feature contests being Harvard vs.
Rickenbachamounting to $300,000, have been
second,
Princeton, Yale vs. Brown, Wisconsin
First Burman;
withdrawn from the assay office. The er, driving for Alley; third, Pullen; vs. Minnesota, Pennsylvania vs. Mich
name of shipper and destination were fourth, De Palma; fifth, Grant, sixth, igan, Vanderbilt v. Tennessee, Miswithheld, tout it was believed the gold Anderson.
sissippi vs. Tulanq, Wesley an vs. Wil
was destined for Ottawa, Ontario, to
Wishart was 24 years old and had liams, Pennsylvania State vs. Lehigh
Is
form a part of the Bank of England's been racing for six years. He start- and Carlisle vs. Holy Cross.
i i
credit recently estamlisheii there.
The second Saturday of November
ed by piloting cars owned by himself
have been made and finished second in the first race will be a red letter day in footbalL
"Arrangements
both, in Paris and London for the run at the Indianapolis track. His Princeton opens the new Palmer Me
payment of coupons due on Septem- work was characterized by a fine morial stadium with the Yale game,
ber 1, on the 250,000,000 Franc Cen combination of daring and cool nerve Cornell goes to Ann Arbor to play
tral Pacific loan of 1911 and the
and it was not long until he was call- Michigan and Carlisle to Chicago to
rePacific
Union
ed into the professional ranks and face the strong and spectacular Notre
pounds
funding sterling; loan. The announce- rose to the captaincy of the racing Dame eleven. Harvard has Brown as
ment was made by Kuhn, Loeb and teams of a well known manufacturer. an opponent, Syracuse and Colgate
At Oonto Monlcf. CaL. this snrinff clash, Illinois and Chicago meet in
company,
u
1

Total Resources January i, ioi4 - $320,653.83

1914 -

Total ResourcesJuly

$406,587.28
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75he

lng the asphalt question before th ing a "considerable confess. on. "She
LOBBY RESTAURANT AND CAFf
government! Well, tomorrow will do also has been in love with him for
for that! The envelope has not been many years, and I am supposed to be
SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNER!
stamped at this end, I see."
assisting her to find him. Find him,
BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLE!
rHJ
other.
"Of course not!" said the
while all the time I am in constant
"Who is that?"
touch with him! Meanwhile, I tell
A second time the bell tinkled, and her that the search Is hopeless that
Rowe put the letter In his breast, care- I cannot find thie lover of hers!
Ah! ah!"
fully preserving Its fastenings.
"And where is she?" growled the
"It must be Casablanca and the
captain," he replied. "Do you admit captain, never taking his eyes from
CHAPMAN LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD
them!"
Rowe.
NO.
ii
"That Is another question," snapped
Copywright by Bobbs'Metriil Co.
The postal employe did as he was
102 Meets every Monday night In
A. M. Regular combid, and In another moment there en- Rowe. "That is something I do not
munication first and O. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenue at
tered two men, both Latin in type, one Intend to answer, save that you are
third Thursday in 8 o'clock. Visiting members are cor
of them being the little officer whom not likely to learn."
asveh month. Visiting dially welcome. J, c. Wertz, president;
8YN0P8IS.
to
satisfy him, for Hill had seen aboard the ship, and the
"Then in the devil's name, what is
comparison seemed
w
J. T. Buhler, Secretary; C. H. Bally.
all back In their other, a larger man, who was the ves- your scheme what do you want to
be
T
put
presently
CHAPTER I Ths open Tout. Ffdro
M- - H. 8. Van Treasurer.
M.
which
he
W.
that
vlted.
Rowe
prs-rIncluding
do?"
Ouy
Cary,
pigeonhole,
roared the captain. "First you
they
sel's captain. At sight of
Mid th dadoing br, Mr. Jonas.
a tramp from stealing s young had been carrying, and then looked bowed politely, a courtesy that was mislead us into joining the revolution RATES TOR CLASSIFIED ADVERPetten. Secretary.
amir's prB. Pe1ro-- ambition to become
TI8EMENTS
clock again. It still wanted a returned with all possible formality, on the strength of Senora Daussa'e
KNIGHTS
OF COLUMBUS. CO UN.
a painter spurs him to quit Old NUa and at the
moment or two to the hour of his ap- and then, the four having drawn influence, proposing to make her son Jk strolling bear dancers.
NO. 2,
CIL
B04. Meets
NO.
LAS
VEGAS
COMMANDERY,
second and
'
. i j
i and he utilized these to chairs up about the center table, the pregiueni,
j : A laiueij Flvs' cents par Una sach Insertion.
even as ins
iuuuicu
OM Nlta and the pointment,
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR Reg-CHAPTER
In O. R. C. halL
Thursday
sum
considerable
a
Pedro place in security
trainers atart for New York.
captain turned a swarthy face upon was; and now that we are In too deep Estimate six ordinary words to a Una.
par
6econd Tues-- Pioneer building.
man
n
Visiting member
alnt a portrait for a
of money- in bank notes. Then the his host and put a question.
to withdraw, you tell us that she No ad to
fSjt ular Inconclave
occupy less spacs than two
Ma- - are cordially Invited. Richard
md so earns a meal for the company.
at
mcnth
each
Pedey
Devine,
doorbell
aes
locking
tinkled,
and,
and
hastily
knows
by that,
The lady of the purse adventure
nothing of the plot,
"Senor Valdez," he began, "I preAll advsrtlsemsnta
charged sonio Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr. H. M. O. K.; Frank Angel. F. 8.
the safe, he arose to answer the sum- sume that something of vital import of course, intimate that she would not lints
painting as alis passes.
will bs booked at space actually est
Smith, E. C; Chas. Tamme, Recorder.
Tork. Miss Iris mons.
has moved you to summon us here to- approve it! You defraud Vanderpool,
CHAPTER Ill-N- ew
at
who
lpv-sin
artist
her
with
man
hat
The
off
hand,
senora
him
stood,
and
the
playing
against without regard to numbsr of words. LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY- Vanderpool quarrels
night?"
Bam Hill, and they part
the entrance wae none other than he
ICCAL TIME CARD!
"You are correct In your surmise," each other, and then, at the eleventh Cash In sdvlncs prsfsrresl.
In her fathers desk a Ponrnll
Milch she recognlies sa that r.of Pedro. who, in disguise of a wayfarer, had at- replied Rowe, and we shall come to hour you summon us and disclose this
MASONS Regular convo
ARCH
AL
the
from
Who rescued her
What does it
tempted to rob Iris on the lonely road tho point without delay."
astounding matter.
cation first Monday In each
for by the Holy
the despondent that autumn day, long past. Now he
11.
looked about him in sur- mean?
Explain,
The
CHAPTER
captain
East Bound
in was
s
month at Masonic Temple
Mr.
Jones
and
lnoonspicu-outhe
Pedro
in
room
lover, metti
shaved, garbed
Mother, you shall not leave this
prise.
They dine together.
m.
7:30
Washington square. In
Arrive
A,
at
P.
and
It
Brinegar,
p.
Depart
clothing of respectability,
Pedro s drawings
"But Vanderpool, he Is not here!" until you have done so!"
Hill discovers tulent
7:48
H. P.; F. O. Blood, Secre- - No. I.... 7:20 p. m
would have taken a second glance to he commented.
A subtle, inscrutable smile played
and In a mad desire to lose himself, Ingives
extils studio and all In It to Pedro
tell the chance observer that the face
11:51 p.
around the corners of Rowe's mouth,
No. 4. ...11:64 p m
tary.
Is
the
of
reason
Mr.
that
a
for
Jones.
best,"
for
"No,
change
Rowe made a declared
was untrustworthy.
1:3 a. av
No. I.... 1:25 a. m
Rowe, "and Senor Captain, I and he lighted a fresh cigar with much
rTiiHTirn VP.1ro OCCUDleB Mill s
Then he
m
1:01 a, S.
No.
1:25
p.
Ltudlo and calls on
beg that we do not use the name it deliberation before replying.
the culplor.
O.
LAS
F.
O.
VEGAS
LODGE
NO,
looked the captain squarely in the eyes
fwlth a letter from Hill. Lolgh. calling In
Is more discreet."
West Bound
4. Meets every Monday evening at
in ii
i.v hnmm into iwu iucii.
and his jaw took on a determined set
S.
MAIN
addressed.
OPTIC'S
man
the
NUMSXR,
"Ah!"
replied
Arrive
one of whom Is Keginaia vwiuhvuu.,
Depart
on
their
hall
Sixth stseet All visiting
ever.
Iris' father. In disguise.
"Then it is some matter of which Mr. that made it seem squarer than Vene5
No. 1..,. 1:10 p. m
l:St
brethren
to
of
"I
to
be
dictator
intend
attend
Invited
cordially
, the gentleman is to have no
m
a.
a.
6:4
CHAPTER VI Vanderpool's companNo.
1:35
he
said
I....
zuela,"
very distinctly.
Friedenstine, N. O.; A T. Rogers,
Hill's Md'
ion goes Into the basement of
knowledge?"
'
4:31 p. BV
Again eilence. On the
V. Q.: T. M. Elwood. Secretary: Karl No. 7..v. 4:20 p. m
and talks with Ricardo, or Rowe, ths
"You anticipate my meaning exof
a
against
conspiracy
ornate
basement tenant,
an
little
shelf
marble
mantle
No.
4:35
m.....
7:f p. K
p.
I....
Vanderpool.
Werti, Treasurer; C V. Hedgcock,
actly," said Rowe.
a foreign government.
clock ticked loudly, and from some-wher- WANTED Woman for general house
over whom Rowe has a secret hold. Is
the
Is
asked
it?"
what
Trustee.
"Well,
then,
Cemetery
and her child,
near at hand came a low moan,
Implicated. BenoraInDaussa
work. Harvey's Ranch, Box B., East
man who had arrived first.
an uprising. Row
supposedly dead
so low and faint that none of the men
Las
anows to oe alive.
Vegas.
"My friends my very good friends," heard
B. P. O. ELK8 Meets second and
it, prepossessed as they were
gains entrance
rnioTim viTPertro
began Rowe Blowly, tracing the table- with the stupendous statement that
meets
fourth Tuesday evening of each
(to an artist's meeting at Mllllgan'a,
with
A
a
which,
WANTED
cloth designs
stiletto,
good girl for general
made.
had
been
llrls again, makes many mei for news
Elks" home on Nlntli street
month
just
In Its capacity of paper-cuttelay at
jeomes unconsciously a subject
housework. Apply to Mrs. H. G.
"And how do you intend going
avenue. Visiting brothers
and
Douglas
paper copy.
hand, "I shall tell you all; but first about attaining this mild ambition?
Coors.
are
invited. Wm. H. Springas
stands.
situation
driv
it
Is
the
us
review
cordially
let
f CHAPTER VIII Senora Daussa
asked the second officer with mock
This
en by Ricardo uptown iunera rro..n
Exalted
To begin with, then, there is to be a
er,
Ruler; D. W. Condon,
-Rowe cut him WANTED A second hand,
mm
the conspirators meet
we courtesy. A look from
In
which
in
Venezuela,
revolution
bear
trainer,
Secretary.
loyaltv. Sam Hill,
short, and wiped the smile from his
range; good water heater. Phone
ees Rowe unexpectedly attacked by Old
Silver
are engaged a fact that we are ab face.
5492.
Nlta. and rescues ner.
else
all
to
of
exclusion
Purple
the
sorbed in
Rowe
"I have
about it,"
AND LADIES OF SECURKNIGHT
ita Tvrim TTf -- Pedro takes
at this time, being good patriots all, said in hisalready gone
-- if
use
'with Iris In her home, meeting Vander
precise way. "It only re
ITY, COUNCIL No. 2390 Meets m
our
of
interests
best
the
and
having
y
"
to
a
for
make
mains
pool, who is ctifcTurneo
you
gentlemen
W. O. W. hall, Sixth street, on the
ince. Irk remembers the miniature and
splendid country most sincerely at decision between the situations. On
wonders, fine tells Pedro her suspicion
who shall
our
and .third Mondays of each
first
heart.
patron,
Secondly,
RENT
Furnished
FOR
Diamnmii
is
one band, you support me, lend me the
housekeeping
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The Impossible Boy
By Nina Wilcox Putnam
Illustrations by C. D. Rhodes.
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Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
ford in the best possible condition bo tion of D. M, Parrich, chairman of the
that in low water the cars can pass foreign trade commission of the Na- in wood. Direct from the distillery to
tional Association of Manufacturers, you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.
through without aid.
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tfcis arrangement will help matters grave today. His illness has been play Adv.
considerably. The natives at this diagnosed as uraemia. He rallied
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WIFE ACCUSED OF

The baseball game to have been
rluyed tomorrow between" the Las
Vegas Maroons, and the Albuquerque
tetm at Albuquerque was postponed
until next Sunday because of heavy
u' "
"
rains at the Duke City.
'

Thomas E. Prout, general secretary
of the Topeka Railroad Y. M. C. A.,
will speak morning and evening at

London, Aug. 22. The Express publishes a dispatch from Ostend stating
that the Germans already are in
Ghent and they will be in Bruges to.
morrow. There was no resistance at
Deming, N. M., Aug. 22. Gust West,
.:, p
a cowboy, and Mrs. Mabel Kin gf' were Ghent.
arrested today and held without bail,
London, Aug. 22. A Central News
charged with the murder of George
,
from Antwerp, forwarded
dispatch
King, husband of the woman and a
says it is reported from Brussels
well known cattleman.
King was
that assurance has been given by the
found dead from a rifle shot.
Germans that they will not continue
to occupy the capital, contenting
marched
themselves with having
CIVILIZED WARFARE
through the town.

7

15he

but lighter are the bread,
cakes, biscuits, etc., baked
from Pure Quill flour. Try
a sack of it and see how
your reputation as a baker
will soar. Pure Quill flour
costs no more than other
high clasa flours but Is worth
more as no other la fully
equal to It Order n sack to- -

J

Las Vegas Roller Mills

Jefferson Reynolds. President
S. B. Davis, Vice President.
Hallot Raynolds, Cashier.
H. Erie Hoke. Assistant Cashier.

the First Baptist church tomorrow.
The public is invited1 to hear Mr.
Prout, who is a gifted speaker.

RULEH10LA1ED?
FRENCH SURGEON REPORTS FIND.

Rome (via Paris), Aug. 22. The
Giornale d'ltalia prints a dispatch
from Pola, Austria, saying conditions
there are most graven fhe correspondent adds:
"The authorities have spoken asking all the inhabitants to make food
provision for 90 days. Those unable
to do so must leave within 24 hours.
This is due to the expected bombardment by the Anglo-Frencfleet."

The body of the late Ricardo Ganua,
ING OF DEADLY DUM-DUwhe died recently at Clayton as the
BULLETS
result of a runaway accident, was
brought into Las Vegas today on train
Paris, Aug. 22. The government to
No. 1. The body is in charge of the
day calls the attention of the powers
Las Vegas Undertaking
company which signed the Hague convention
pending funeral arrangements.
to its report that on August 10, following an engagement, a French army
Inquiry is being made at the Las surgeon four.d five dum dum bullets
Vegas postoffices as to the where ou the road to Munsterck in Alsace. INDUSTRIAL SCHOOLS
abouts of a certain Mrs. F. K. May-on- These bullets were ia a rifle
clip and
Her brother, up to the A. R. U.
they were turned over to the French
strike was local yard master for the
general commanding 'the army. Other
Santa Fe. Anyone who can furnish diim-dubullets ' taken from the
information as to where Mrs. Mayotte bodies of French soldiers killed in batis or was last seen will confer a great
MAN SAYS THEY WILL
tle have been forwarded to the minis- OREGON
PREVENT
MANY STRIKES
favor on her relatives by leaving this ter of Avar.
AND UNREST
information at either the Las Vegas
poBtofflce or the East Las Vegas post- HARVEY'S IS OPEN

will save

office.

34th season of this famous mtfun
tain resort Carriage out every SatOctave
urday morning, returning following

The funeral of the late
Geoffrion yas held this morning at
9 o'clock from the Church of Our Lady
of Sorrows. Interment was in Mount
Calvary cemetery. A large number
of friends or Mr. Geoffrion attended
the funeral.- T.he following acted as
pall bearers: Leon Pinard, Peter
Geoffrion was held this morning at
Gerard Flores and T. CV de Baca.'
HOTEL ROMAINE
Sunday Table d'Hote Dinner
SOUP

Vegetable
'

OE LAS VEGAS,
Capital.'.SlOO.GOO;

N. M.

Surplus and Undivided Profiis, $25,000.

In every department
ore prepared

of Banking we
to give the best of service

Interest Paid on Time Deposits
the Home of toe Best of Everything Eatable

MEATS

Roast Chicken, Sage Dressing
Roast Pork, Baked Apples
VEGETABLES
Fresh Green Beans
Green Corn on Cob
Mashed "White Potatoes
DESSERT
Apple Pie a ia Mode
Assorted Fruits
Ice Cream and Cake
DRINKS
Cofee
Milk
Tea
Ice Tea
12:30 to 2:00 p. m. 50 Cents

Friday,

charges $10.00, transporta$1.00.
tion,
Special rates for longer time. Address East Las Vegas,
Box B.
Leave orders at Murphey'i
or Plaza hotel. Adv.
Automobile stage line to Mora triweekly, Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday, leaving Las Vegas postof flee
g a: m
arriving Mora 9:45 'a. m.
Leave Mora 4 p. m. arrive Las Vegas
5:45 p. m. Fare for round trip, $5;
one way, $3. Round trip tickets good
for one week. H. B. Hubbard, Prop.
119 Railroad avenue. Phone Main 397
.

Portland. Ore., Aug. 22. Industrial
schools will halt unrest among American workmen, John Tait, a local laundry owner, declared today before the
federal international commission.
"The great trouble today is that
many of our people have no under
standing when they leave school of
how to support themselves," he said.
"If we should teach them useful
occupations In the last few years of
school instead of giving them the high
school branches the situation would
be relieved.
"Manufacturers are looking for good
help. The question U not wages; it
is efficiency.
The inexperienced, inefficient man causes Industrial un-

CLAIMS SELF DEFENSE
Montrose, Colo., Aug. 22. Mrs. Nel-

ft

q

lie Richardson, aged 21, last night
shot and killed J. W. Donelson, aged
55. Mrs. Richardson, taken in custody
by the sheriff, declared that Donelson
attempted to enter the house when
she was alone with her baby.
AN EARTHQUAKE

SHOCK

Stove Repairs
Don't wait until the last minute, let
us have your order. We can furnish
repairs for any stove, heater, furnace
or steam plant made.

and COFFEES
HA YWABD CO. STORE

Adv.

Non-Ski- n

ed for the auto.
ALL WORK CONE AT OUR SHOP
GUARANTEED

FOR

'

ITS PERFECTNESS

The Las eYegas Automobile
and Machine Shop
32:

Furniture Suitable for any Residence

I

is shown In great abundance on

Phone Main 37 O
Q
O

LUDWiG WM. ILFELD
Everything in Hardware and Furniture

VirrTlllL

O

02

our floors

separate

and hundreds of

easy chairs,

'

Next to Bridge

o
o

WATSON KILLS SELF
Beacon, N. Y., Aug. 22. Austin
Hall Watson, former president of the
Credit Men's association, committed
suicide at his country home here this
morning by shooting himself with a
pietol through the heart.

single pieces for every part of
the house

to

for as little as $.75

? 100.00.

The range Is wide,

indeed, that we ask you to see
,

instead of reading a price list.

J.

C. JOHNSEN & SON
i

"Complete

-

Home' - Furnishers."

G REDUCTION

m

FOR PARTICULARS S

Chas. Ilfeld Company

LET US
Clean
or Dye

your old

o
o

dressers,

Mr. Tait declared the laundry business had fallen off here because the
minimum wage increase was met by
raising the price of laundry work and
many persons refused to pay the advanced cost. Japanese laundries he
mentioned, incidentally, were increasing in number and Chinese

E

We are Sole Agents.

THE GRAAF

'

AUTO BARGAIN

For sale, 1913 model six cylinder
Chalmers. Practically new; bargain
for quick sale Inquire Wm. Wbalen,
Las Vegas' Auto and Machine Co.

rest."

Adv.

Washington, Aug. 22. A sharp
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
earthquake disturbance at a distance
CANTALOUPES by parcel post; pink of about 1,200 miles rrom Washington
meat, 90c per crate delivered, pack- vas recorded on the seimograph of
ed 12 and 15, direct from grower; Georgetown University here early to
will ship one or more. Address Ray dy. It began at 12:49 a. m. and conE. Hutael, La Junta, Colo.
tinued 12 minutes.

CHASE & SANBORN'S
TEAS

..

For the best on the market today see us.
or plain thread. Michelin tubes
Miller
and tires and Fiske tires and everything need-

corny

.

At

'

'

-

e.

E. D. Raynolds, Vice President.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

no-ti-

J

h

Not "Heavier Than Air"

matter of the purchase or fire horns
tvas again brought up, and upon
c
n the flre and police committee waa
given final authority to act, either
to buy one horse to work with the old
gray the department still retains, or
to sell the gray and buy a new team.
The bid of E. E. Hite for the feeding of the city prisoners at 184 cents
a meal was accepted. The old frame
building at the corner of tleventh and
Main avenue was condemned and the
action of the city building inspector in
tearing it down was sustained. A
cress walk was ordered installed at
the intersection of Baca and Sixth,
streets, for the especial benefit of the
school children, but other petitions
fc cross walks were held over temporarily. Disbursements amounting
to $2,375 were authorized.
1
Present at the meeting were Mayor
Smith, Clerk Tamme and Counciimen
B. F. McGuire, Thomas Foster, N. B.
Rceeberry, R. F. Hays, W. E. Kaser.
aid Dan Stern; abseut Counciimen P.
H. Purcell and E. R. Russell.
i

TIRES AND TUBES

Mrs. J. F. Geimer, formerly of Las MRS. MABEL
KING AND GUST
Vegas, is here from her home in
WEST ARE ARRESTED IN
Prescott, Ariz., for a visit with her
DEMINQ
ptirents, Mr. and Mrs. Robinson, who

reside in the Cebolla canyon.

AUTOS ARE MAKING

Farls, Aug. 22. Official announcement was made here today that the
Germans had shot to death the burg- CITY COUNCIL DECIDES TO CONomaster and a. group of the inhabiDEMN THE USE OF THE
tants of the Belgium town of Aer
CUT-OUschot. The execution is declared to
have been without provocation. The
At the meeting of the city council
men were all shot at once.
last night at the city hall a letter from
the
Dr. William Howe condemning
San Francisco, Aug. 22. The Jai cut-oon automobiles was read and
anese cruiser Idzumo, fully stocked
evoked a lively discussion. Mayor H.
And provisioned fresh from the dry
M. Smith explained the difficulties of
dock, passed through the Golden Gate
a
physician in trying to make a phywill
clear
at 12:10 p. m. todayv She
sical examination or a "diagnosis with
for action at sea.
a gatling gun, as he termed the nuisat the window and
ance,
London, Aug. 22. In a dispatch how exploding hours were
constantly
the
night
from Amsterdam the correspondent of
o open mufracket
disturbed
the
by
the Daily Mail says:
The clerk was Instructed to
"I have received a telephone mes- flers.
with the clerks of various
correspond
Dutch-Belgiasage from Roeendaal on the
and
cities
get copies of their ordinanfrontier declaring that Ger-mathe case, on which to
ces
covering
Uhlans were seen Friday afteran ordinance for Las Vegas.
noon three miles from the Dutch fron- base
The. mayor, announced the following
tier near jEssichenero, , which" la 18
to the library board:
ajpolntments
of
miles north
Antwerp."
Mrs. W. N- Rosenthal, F. O. Blood,
Clarence Iden, and to succeed Harry
Nish, Servia, Aug. 22. There has
been continued fighting along the Haskell, resigned, Upton Hays.
After the reading and acceptance of
whole frontier for two days without
the
reports of the city officers the
the
in
respective positions
any change
of the Austrian and Servian armies. I"
It is officially stated that a part of
the Servian army has Invaded Bosnia
successfully and that a great battle
is expected,

Frank McCullough has entered the
employ of the Center Block Drug com
pany as a clerk, taking the place of
Julian Graubarth, one of The Opticas
carrier boys, has purchased a new
Franklin Special bicycle at Franklin's
l'.icycle hospital.
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Garments.

WE CAN

PLEASEh'GU

An Optic Want Ad Will Get

What You Want
When You Want It

Las Vegas Steam Laundry
'rii

Hfr'i"
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